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vance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
eieh three months’ delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.

pablished every Thurs-

day morniug, at 82.00 per annum in advance; 82.25
If paid within six months; and 82.60, if payment be
delayed beyond tbe year.

Rates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, 8100 per square,
three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 81.26 per square; 76 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under heed of Amusements,

for

re no per square per week.
Special Notices, 81.60
81.00 per week after.

per square for first week,

Notices, in reading eolnmns, 12 cents
Insertion. No charge less than fifty

Business
per line for
cents.

ene

Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part o
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for In adLegal

vance.

t3T All communications intended for the paper
directed to the **Editor* of thr Press," and
those of a business character to the P*bli»ker».
should be

HTThe Portland Daily and Maine 8tats
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
8treet, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 8 in tbe
*
evening.
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Friday Morning, February 13, 1883.

Court,
January Term,

Judicial

Lincoln County,
1883.
John Babeon rs. John T. Gilman et at.
Dickerson the presiding Judge, instruct
ed the jury suhstanlialiy as follows:
This ban action of libel, wherein the plaintiff charges tile defendants with having utterand published a certain lalse and
ed,
malicious libel of aud concerning him in the
Bath Daily Timeon the 16th day of January, 1880.
In order to maintain this action, it is incumbent on the plaintiff to satisfy you, by competent proof, that the alleged libelous article
was published by the defendants at the time
and in the manner and language declared in
The defendants are summoned to
the writ.
answer to a specific charge, and if there is a
variance between the charge and the proof,
the action cannot be maintained. Proof has
been introduced tending to show that the defendants were the publishers of the
Bath
Times” on the 18th day of January, 1860, and
that the article complained of appeared in the
issue of that date. If you are satisfied of this
fact, the plaintiff lias made out this branch of
the case, and yoa will Inquire iuto the character of the offensive article; if not thus satisfied, you will discharge the defendants.
The article charges the plaintiff with having entered the office of one Elisha Clarke in
Bath, and commi'.ted an aggravated assault”
upon him,—the particulars of which arc detailed in the article. Is that charge libelous ?—
Sec. 1, Rev. Stat., Chap. 129, deflues a libel to
the malicious defamation of a living perbe
ron, made public by any printing, writing,

printed,

sign, picture, representation or etfigy, tending
provoke him to wrath, expose him to public hatred, contempt or ridicule, or to deprive
him of the benefits of public confidence, and
to

social intercourse; or of a deceased person,
thus made public, designed to blacken and vilify his memory, and tending to scandalize or
provoke his relatives or friends.”
This definition is a substantial affirmation of
the definition of a libel at common law.

Libelous words are divided into two classes.
1. Words actionable in themselves without
of damage.
2. Words not actionable unless accompanied with proof of special damage.
The first description of libels ii subdivided
Into lour classes.
1. Words which contain an express imputation of some crime or misdemeanor liable
to punishment.
2. Words charging another with corruption
or defalcation in an office of profit, or with a
want of integrity which would probably occasion the loss of his office.

proof
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or

profession of a person, ami which do or may
probably tend to his damage.
4. Words accusing another of having some
contagious or loathsome disease which would be
likely to exclude him from society. In all
these cases the law implies malice.
Thus to publish of a physician that he U a
quack; a trader, that be is a cheat; a clergyman, that he is a hypocrite; or of any ouc
that he Is

a

thief,

has some loathso>nc or
is actionable without proof

or

contagions disease,
of damage.

In these and like cases the law implies damages without proof, because such accusations
are of snch a character as necessarily to imply
malice, and to presuppose loss or injury to the
party charged. Though such an one might
not be able to prove any damage, the law is so
careful of the rights of the citizen, that it provides that be shall not be put to the proof of
daiaage, in such cases, sud that upon proof of
the accusation the jury shall give him damages unless the accused introduce the truth in

jmtlAcalion.

On the other hand, other false and defamatory accusations, meutioued under the general
division of words not actionable, require the
accused to prove affirmatively that lie
sustained injury from such charge, In-fore
he can maintain an action.
In the case on trial, the defendants charged
the plaintiff1 with committing an assault upon
another—a crime well known in the criminal
law—and, if you Hud the fact of the accusation upon the principles 1 have indicated—
and it is yoor duty to do so if you helieve the
testimony—it will be your duty to render a
verdicct for the plaintiff without proof of
special damages, unless the defendants have
proved, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the
article complained of was true in every material
particular, and “was proper for public information.” Sect. 4, Chap. 129, Revised Statutes,
makes such proof “a complete justification.”
Was the accusation contained in the “Bath
Dally Time*" of Jan. Id, 18H0, true In every
material particular? The charge is the commission of an “aggravated assault.” You will
give such meaning to these words as they naturally aud ordinarily import in the connection
In which they are used and interpreted, if
they are Interpreted, by the detailed account
in the article of what was said to have taken
place. Mr.Elitha Clarke,the subject of the alleged assault, and the only person present at the
time (except the plaintiff) has been
upon the
stand and told you what he saw.
You will
had
he
au
whether
judge
opportunity to know
what took place between him and the plaintiff
on that occasiou; whether he would be
likely
to remember that transaction, or has any motive to testify falsely in regard to it. You will
also judge whether or not his account of that
affair, given upon the stand, exceeds or falls
short In aggravation of the published account
of it. The defendants must prove the truth
In every material particular.
Has or not the

Cy

plaintiff introduced testimony showing that,
while Clarke advised against the publication of
the occurence, he also stated that the article,
so far from
exaggerating, fell short of the
truth in regard to the aggravated character o(
tho assault?
If Clarke's testimony conflicts
with the other evidence or is inconsistent with
you may And that he is mistakeu in part,

itself,

----

r----a

MORNING,

FEBRUARY 13, 1863.

ami will notice their dates, subject matter,
; and correct In part if you choose to do so; or,
if lie has
knowingly testified falsely in any ; meaning and purpose, bearing in mind that
:
are
not
but
particular, you may,
you
required the defendants are not on trial for those publito, reject the whole of liis testimony. It is
cations, aud that they can only be used to
show 'lie animus with which tlie defendant
your duty to reconcile the testimony, if you
can consistently do so, without
the article in suit. If the plaintiff
imputing
wrong intentions to auy of the witnesses.
| has been aggrieved by those articles, he must
The law excludes the plaintiff from testifytry that question in another suit; he cannot
ing in this case, unless the defendants offer j do it in this.
themselves ns witnesses, which they have not
The
the defendants had and
done. The plaintiff relies in the first instance
employed to damage the plaintiff by the obj
the
and
inconsisnoxious
alleged
improbability
|
publication—such as the extent of
| upon
tency of Clarke's testimony, and bis own ] the circulation of the “Daily Times,” the l«peaceable character proved before you by j calities in which it was read, and the standing
many respectable citizens, and in the next I of tile paper—are proper for you to consider
in estimating the damages plaintiff sustained;
place upon the testimony of witnesses who
state that they saw Clarke very soon after the
so also are the
plaintiff’s standing in the oom1
and
discovered no such maaks munity—his official position, if he has one, his
alleged assault,
of violence upon him as he has testified
to, ; probable future damages, ami especially the
and, indeed, that they saw no marks of vioinjury to his feelings, and the peace auil harlence upon him whatever. These are all cirmony of his family. If you find that the decumstances proper for your
consideration, both fendants manifested a wanton aud malicious
upon the question of the fact of the assault
spirit, you are authorized to give the plaintiff
and i*s character. The rule of law, however,
exemplary or punitory damages.
is that if two witnesses, each having
Thu case is now with you, and I doubt not
equal opto
know
a particular fact, testify,
portunity
you will render such a verdict as the law and
the one affirmatively and the other negatively,
evidence require.
credit should be given to the affirmative witPolitical topics have been alluded to; let
these be banished from your jury room. For
ness, all other thinfts being equal, since there
is a greater probability that the latter should
the sake of the fair fame of our dearly loved
not have observed the fact than that the formand loyal state of Maine, if for no other coner should Ire mistaken or testify
falsely] iu re- sideration, let it not be said, that while she is
gard fo it.
pouring out her blood and treasure without
The plaintiff occupies the position of one
measure or stint to enforce the
laws of the
with
the
commission of a crime in a
Federal government, the temple of justice
charged
criminal trial; to render the truth in evidence a
within iier own borders has been defiled
complete justification of the publication, you and the rights of her citizens violated by a
must be satisfied of it beyond a reasonable
spirit of disloyally strongly akin to that her
doubt.
So far as you are concerned, the
devoted sons are battling against on oilier
plaintiff stands in an indifferent position; that soil.
Is, he may be innocent, he may be guilty. Of
this you are to have no opinion independent
of the evidence. The law, however, requires
that you shall be satisfied of his guilt beyond
a reasonable doubt before you can find him
guilty; or in other words, that the defendants Notice of Commissioners of Insol*
published the truth. This is sometimes called
vency
the presumption ofinnoceace; hut it simply
TO CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONAmeans that the burden of proof is
the
upon
THAN MOORE.
party charging the commission of a crime to
the undersigned, having bean appointed to
establish the lari before the jury are authorreceive and examine the claim* ol the crediized to find him guilty.
tors of the estate of Jonathan Moore, late of Tortlaud. deceased, whose estate has been represented
If, upon the principles I have indicated, the
insolvent, give notice that six months from tin* 2nth
defendants have failed tn satisfv veil that thev
day of January current, have l»een allowed to said
published the truth in the article of the Itllli
creditors to exhibit and prove their claim*, and that
of January, A. I). 18ti(), in every material parwe will attend to the duty as*igned us at the office of
Fessenden k Butler in said Tortland, on the last Satticular, your verdict will lie for the plaintiff;
urday of the present month, aud of the five next sucbut if you lind that they tlius published the
o'clock iu the afternoon.
ceeding mouths, at
truth the defendants will have made out the
Dated this2»th dav of January A. D. 1N»>3.
first branch of the defence, and you will proM. M. HITLER,
I ,,
tv W. l.AKKABKE,
ceed to inquire whether their article was
d3w thenwtjune'jn
jati31
“proper for public iuforinatioii.'’
Tbe Constitution of this State secures the
Loan to the Mtatc of Naine.
freedom of the press, with the single qualifilutAbl'IttU 8 UFKH X.
I
cation that publishers shall he liable for its
Augu-ta. Feb. 4.1861.
I
abuse. The freedom of tile press is indis|ienconformity with a Resolve of the legislature,
sable to the preservation of the national libJanuary 31. 1863, proiM>«ats will »*» reapproved
ceived at this office until ft o’clock T. M
the twentierties. The press is the bulwark against opeth day of February current, for a loan of live hunpression, corruption, and error of opinion.
dred and twenty-rive thousand dollars, reimbursable
That great apostle of lils-rty. Mr. Jefferson,
in twenty years, for which bond* of the State will be
issued in sum* of rive hundred dollar* and one thouwhose timely utterances in behalf of nniversand dollars, bearing interest at the rate of six per
sal liberty have coine to be more properly apcent, yearly, aud pay able somi-annuallv.
now
that
their
wisdom and necessity
preciated
The bonds will tie issued dated March 1. 1863. with
are made manifest
by the national calamities, cou|K>n* attached for the semi-annual interest, pavable both principal and interest, at the Huffblk Hank.
declared in language as strictly true as it is
beautifully sententious, that “error of opinion j Boston.
The money on said loan will be received at this ofmay lie tolerated where reason is left free to | fice. Suffolk Hank, Boston, or either of the Banks in
combat it.” If at any time the doctrine preBangor or Tortland
Tersons desirous of taking the loan, or any part of
vailed that the greater the truth the greater
it. not less than live liuudn*<l dollars, are requested
the libel, that day lias long since passed, and
to send their propmsals to the Treasurer of btate, at
far distant lie the hour of its return.
Augusta, specifying the amount and terms.
This court will not forge shackles for the ;
The proposal* must contain no other fractional
rate* than one-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threepress, nor bolt Uie doors of tbe dwellings of
tbe citizens of this State against information I quarters of one per centum.

INSURANCE.

PROPOSALS.

SEALED

COMPANY,
ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843.

Boston.

as

do.)in ca*h, every five rear*.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Members was

$335,000.
Premium* may be paid in ca«h. or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in ca*h on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one

risk,

j

On tlie other hand, you will consider the
publications prior and subsequently to tlie
Kith of January, as hearing upon the question of malice and tlie increase of the damages. Do those publications indicate malice ? or
arc
they the ebullition of j net i liable political
criticism? Did they grow out of what lias
since transpired, and in
consequence of tlie
commencement of this suit, or have they
their origin prior to or
contemporaneous
with the publication of the 16th Jauti?
Tou
will
have
the articles before you.
uary

is

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premium* may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture

after.

WILLARD PHILLIPS,
Bknj. F. Stkvkss. Secretary.

President.

Policie* are issued on the life, or for a term of vears,
or on certain contingencies
Creditors may insure
their debtors on time.
to
is
call
attention
to the fact that a
“My object
policy of Life Insurance is the rheapest and *afe*t
mode of making a provision tor one’s familv. ’—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at hi* office, or at their own
place of busiuess, and assist them in making applications.
Reference* in Portland mav be made (a the frilln*.
in* parties: M«»*>»r*. II. J. Libby k Co.. Steele k
Have*. E/ra Carter, Jr., M»*«**i«. Howard & Strout,
Geo. W. Woodman.Iv«|., Mon-re. John Lynch k Co.,
Ilexekiah Packard, E*q.

JOHN W.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *10,000,000.

j

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York, No. 104 Broadway.
CASH

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *600,000.

Profit*

annually

divided.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
Of H

RTPOttD, CT.
AND SURPLUS

A

CASH CAPITAL

8350.000.

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,
OpSpki<«opiki.1>. Mam.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

•ton *
means of Christian men, who go among
the soldiers without pay. and give iiersouallv to those
who need, accompanying such distributions by words
of cheer and religious counsel. Over
seventy such
men were on the battle-field in Maryland,
all
that Christian swnpathv could devise for the wounded and
Many a brave lieart was made to rejoice, and mauv a wounded soldier owes* his life to
the timely assistance rendered
those men. Immediately ou receipt of the news or the battle at .l/urfrrrsboro, t wen tv-four men were despatched from the
various Yonny Mm's Christian Asnoriafions. with a
large amount ot stores for tho relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that
they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their raissiou. according to the examples set by our
Divine Ma»ter, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money i* needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not usuallv

by

Conway Fire Insurance Company,
Op Boercnr. Mask.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

doing

dying.

Piacataqua

by

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
Op South Berwick.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

Union Fire Insurance
Op Ha
Cash

Capital, paid in

Company,
Me.

nook.

and invited

8100,000.

according

law,

New York.

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 8950,000.

comnouiea.

Donations of money. Wblw. tracts, mararinrs. religion* uowspapur*, clothing, or stores of any kind,
earnestly solicited, all of which can tie sent to the
otherot Dr. Walter K. Johnhon, 225«| Congress
street, two doors west of New City tiall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick and needy sol-

JEtna Life Insurance

OIBre—corner

diers.

!

Portland.

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia
HTCA.HSII1P COMPANY,

TICKETS

—AID Till—

TOMORE and

Bay State Line

the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST, via all
the most popular routes Tkud at the lowest /baton
i rates, for sale
W. D. LITTLE. Agent.
by
Ont.2.
dtf
Other 31 Exchange St.

]

Exchange and

AGENT FOR THE

YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIW ASIIINGTON, and to aM parts ot

NEW

of

Bilk Streets

Henry II Burgess, Andrew J. ('base. Jacob Chase
Jr., Da\ id B. Kicker, Waller K. Johnson, Army Commit ter of Young A/ot’i Christian Associatii/n.
feb4 2m

|

Company,

Hartford, Co**.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,600.
Or

HOLDERS

j

dire. Ilonarhold Furniture. Ac., aeaitmt Ion*
8MM*Nt takfii «>U any de*irable Risk.
L«M»e* paid at the Portland Other.
fan?

by

I
!

ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

room*

ROLLINS & BOND

!

New and Definable Styles of

ClotliN,

Olotliing-,

-AMD-

FURNISHING
Which

C all in before
for

yoursell

they offer at

purchasing elsewhere,

and

Meals at all hours, cooked to order.
-A LEO-

ENGLISH ALE

*ON

DRAUGHT

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Rear

U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

dcc23 3m

!

see

!

!

95 MIDDLE SIREE1.
oc29dtf

Tlilk Houte Tor Sale.
at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,
one can hear of a chance to buy a “MILK
ROUTE,” in which there is not a customer who has
failed to pay his monthly bills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to engage in
the business, or to enlarge his prescut ••route.”
novl'2 eodt-f

BY

;

j

inquiry

SAIL CLOTH.
BLIICHED FLAX DICK, WITH DU E STRIPES.
(A

I

;

|

j
;

j

substitute for Cotton.)

UNBLEACHED CANVAS, WITH RED STRIPE. j

j

;

Of various

descriptions.

ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TOIL

best manlier, at the

restaurant.

!

BOLT

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale

LF. MFSURIER k

by

CHAMPION.

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
lySamplea on hand, and orders taken bv
J. T. FATTEN tt CO..
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.

1

Retail.

AND

GAS

FITTING,

manner.

Works 6 Onion St., and 233 A 235 Fora St.,
JnIMtf
PORTLAND. MK.

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
Ko.124 Exchange Street, Portlafd, Mb.

WE,

STEVENS, BIBBER ft CO.
febM3w
Portland, February 4,1868.

DR.

their

certain of

producing relief in a short time.
LAD1 Eh will tina it invaluable in all cases of obstruction* after all other remedies have been tried la
rain
It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing lu
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the oountnr with Ail) directions,

REEVES,

The Tailor,

has jv»t Brrrawco mo*

—

NEW

YORK

AND

accommodation.

led la

promptly

D.

especial

Dr. If. *s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalefficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific sad

ders In town or country fhithffcllv executed. All
hinds of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on hand, Load Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds
JulySMly

t>R HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

—

BOSTON,

N. B

With alarge and well (elected Stock of

—

own sex.
ance

LADIES desiring mar consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant atteadiulLiawtfS

Cloths, C&ssimeres and Vestings!
Al-o

full assortment

n

Military
And is

of
J

Olotlxm,

prepared to make them np at short notice.
Call and See,

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 14. l«a.

IF

Pin-Worm

YOU

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

not tkil to call at No. 17 Market Sqnare. where
they take i’KKt EtT LIKENESSES, and war,ati,faction. at price, thieh defy competition.
B —Large Ambrotype* oa/g Fifteen Cent«.

DO
rant
■

DR. E. O. GOULD'S

dtf

-WAFT THE-

Best

1

TRASK A LEWIS,

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Syrup

Is
first and only remedy ever offered to the pobi lie the
for the effectual removal of the Ascandes, or riaWorms. from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, and the
fact that it is fast sup rseding all other worm reme-

Market Square, h'd I’reble St. |
dtf
July 14th. lHffi!

dies. is the best test of its great merit.
ZVIt affords RELIEF in ticenty-four hours K rind
an entire cure is u^irmnted, when taken
acoorrimg
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always u*e«| when phvric is required, -specially
for children It correct* the secretions, give* tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature In her
effort* to restore health
It is purely qf Vegetable
Extracts, and altcays safe and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall k Rue hkl.218 Gre
wich «tvert; in Ho*tou by bio C. Goodwiw k Ot.,
12 Mar*hmll street, and other Wholesale Druggista.
Sold in Portland by tfl. II. HAY and all the
deed 8m
pal Druggists.

princi-

attention liven
CUTTING aad
PARTICULAR
MAKI.Ni. BOYS' GARMENTS, by
to

A. D. REEVES,
M

JOHN

GJ-rocers,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
head of

Widgery's Wharf,)

Portland, Me.
JOHN LYNCH.

FELEQ

BAKKKH,

THOS.

LYNCH

je23.it f
DOLE

A

MOODY,

GENERAL

Commission

market has been flooded for rears with diflar
ent articles called Hair Dves. which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchaser*. The ira
run ultra has becu reached at last in TODD’S
II AIK DYE, and the article has given entire satt*faction to every person who has used it. It eoutaiaa
no injurious iugredieuts, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not liave to cleanse the'hair or
wash it before or after using the dye, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the some
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dves that have two or three different kinds to bo
applied every time used This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L'nlika
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dves cannot do. (.live this new article a trial, as wa
know you will ase no other after once using this.
fT* For sale only at

Tn>

LYNCH A CO„

-and-

(Opposite

DYE!

HAIR
dly

“Wholesale
|

TODD'S LEX SOI ID

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Auy 6. 1862.

merchants,

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

AND WHOLES A LB DEALERS IN

FLOUB, OOBN AND PRODUCE

No.74

Middle,comer of Eirhange Street.

sept Hit f

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,
PORTLAND. Mb.
ANDREW T. DOLE.

WAR CLAIM AQENCY.

PRANKLIM C

June 23.

MOODY.

eodtf

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,
|

Sugar Refinery,
YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
Jc28dtf

JOHN W. PERKIWS A CO*

9100

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
Hies. IT! STIFFS. (LASS fill,
FLUID. KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,
Block,

80 Commercial Street, Thomas

J.

D.

or

U.’8. service.

Iu the

Invalid

MELODEON

Harmonium
136}

MID-

Pensions

NB

If* Repairing and Tuning promptly and person-

ally^attended

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died, while iu tho service of the United States.
Prise Money. Pensious. Bounty and Rack Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Feos. for each Pension obtained. Five Dollar*.
All ( lsim- against the Government will receiv*
prompt attention.
Post Office add res*

wly7

Auffasta, Me*

(Office No. 9 State House.)
RiriRINCBS

Bon.

Lot M

Hon.

U. 8. Senate,
James G. Blaiue.

Morrill.

sep20dhwl4tf

STREET.

-J. D. C. has received more first premiums
for beat iustrumeuU than auy other maker in
•
the State.
to.

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while ia the servioo
of the United States, iu the line of duty.

—

manufacturer,
LE

dying

SETH E. BE EDI

CHENEY.

—aan

Pay,

undersigned is prepared to obtain from tho

PORTLAND. ME

jull9.IA»ly

ETnS.

Bounty Honey. Bnrk
And Feasioas.

United States Government, 9100 Bounty Money,
THE
Soldiers
Back Pay. he., for heirs of Officers

WHOLESALE DEALERS IS

eodtfet.27__

Dissolution ol ('o-i»artiM,i'*hi|».
the undersigned. h»ve this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
ft Temple Street, which they will find arranged ter

EVERY

A..

Infirmary.
thYTadies.

to

Warm, Cold and Sharer Ba/ht, Wash Boris, Brass
and Silver Plated Pocks.
Description of Water Fixture for Dwelling Hour**. Hotels, labile Buildings. Ships, he.,
arranged aud set up in the best manner, and all or-

u

Portland.
Jull— dAwtfl

^JE^Send stamp fer Circular.
Eclectic Medical

-MAKER OF-

accepted,

jai>30

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES.
No. ft Temple Strret, (corner of Middle),

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
P L II M B K K

rartnient.

Ripley,

locally,

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connection#. Whole*

Department

A LHO OK II AMD

ALBION

AM IVIKY DESCRIPTION OF IICIINIRT,

projectiles

GOODS,

Prices to suit the Times !

Philip

Cooked in the

;

!

Book-Keeping,

OYSTERS,

!

H A VI BKKN KE< EIVINO

Principal

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Done in tbe beet

con

ple

VAFTFACTURER OF

plaues

No. 05.Middle Street

s

of a certain class. During his
practioe be
has trvated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of busince* or
change or
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 9
in the morning until 10 at night, at hi* office, ft Temstreet. Charge* moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases. Separate rooms, so that no one wRl be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies foil: cures without dfettem
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cares without the disgusting aud sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases ia a few hours; cures without the dreadAil
consequent effect#- of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy 1* used. The ingredients Ire entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can be caused by
naing them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits la youth,
the effects of which are pain and diiziuess in thu
head, forgetfelnes*. sometimes a ringing in the ear*,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or ia^ neglected, are speedily and
permanently

J. L. WILLOW, Agent,

tf

AT-

Portland Commercial College.
1880 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Middle street. The
LOCATED
have recently lieen made
and furnished

—

Bakery,

M. BRADISH.

and H inch

less than 30,UR) pounds per square inch, to be determined by testing specimen* tak«-u from tlie sinking
head of tlie gun, and from a cylinder cast from the
same heat, aud from metal of the same quality as that
from which the gun is cast. This cylinder is to be
cast on eed. iu dry sand moulds.and is to be 72inches
high, with an elliptical base of 24 inches greater aud
16 inches lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from the gun head, a da slab. 4} inches thick, from
the cylinder by
parallel to, and equi-distant
from the axis of the cylinder, aud the lesser axis of
the base.
The Ordnauce Department will test the g|>ecitneu*,
ftirnish the ammunition, aud prove the t ial gun.
which must be ready tor trial as soon a* possible, and
not later than three months from the date of the contract.
No contract will be given, nor will tlie trial
gun be paid for, unless it shall endure a proof of 1000
rounds, with service charges of powder, of which'JOO
rounds will be with solid shot, and 300 rounds with
shells. The testing is to be done free of cliarge to the
contractor, but he will lie required to ftiruish proper
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground, storage tor ammunition, a butt iu which tin*
will be embedded and saved, and the requisite force
for handling aud tiring the guu*. All the camion are
to tie made of the same quality of iron as that of the
trial gun. and the Orduance
is to have
the right to test the irou during the process of fabrication of the cauuon. lor wbicu
the
founder
purpose
is to furnish, free of charge, at least one specimen
from the head of each cannon, aud slabs from cylinders. as belore described, at the option of the' Denot to exceed oue for every ten cannon,
lach cauuon is to endure the regular' proof aud inspection for guns of the same calibre; and none are
to be reoeiv» d or paid for but such as are approved
after inspection ami proof, which will lie received at
the foundry w here made. Bidder* will state the numbers aud calibers of the cannon they propose to furnish ou the foregoing specifications and conditions;
the place where they are to be made; the time of commencing delivery and the rate of delivery per mouth
thereafter, and the price per pound or per gun, for
the tluislied can non.
No bids will be entertained
unless from founders actually eugaged in the business, evidence of which must accompany the bid.
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
the contractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be delivered at that time. Each party obtaining a contract
will be required to enter into bonds, with proper sureties, for its faithful fulfilment; and a transfer of the
contract to auother party will cause its eutire forfeiture.
Bidders will be required to tile with their bids
a bond in the penal sum of not less than #30.000,
signed by not less than two persons, conditioned that
if the bid is
the bidder shall comply with
hi* proposal, and faithfully and fully perforin what
he proposes to undertake. The bond must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and
the bondsmen must 1m* certified by the Judge of a
District Court of the United States, or an Ordnance
officer in charge of a United States arsenal, to tie
each worth the penal sum of the bond over aud above
all liabilities. The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the prices are deemed too high, or if for any
cause it is not deemed for the public interest to occent them.
Proposal* will be sealed and add reared to “General
J. W.
Chief of Orduance. Washington, D.C.,”
and will be eudorsed “Proposals for heavy cannon.”
J W RIPLEY,
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance.

delicacy.

FAMILY FLOURhj the barrel, or In leea
quantitie,*
dec* tf

STEAM

Infirmary,

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
PRIVATE
for
number of years
lined his attention to
diseases

GOO/I

or

Dm*
* and

Eitablohrd fSr thr trratmmt of
***" »«**. requiring
Experience, Skill. Honor and

where will be menu lectured the rarietic, of HKKAD
found in etmilar ctebH«hment»; and be
hope,, by
clow application to bu,iue,«. and au endeavor to
pleaee.to merit a,hart- of patronage.

and 8 inch cast iron cannon, to be made iu conformity with drawings to 1m* supplied by the Orduanoe
Department, aud with the following «peci first ion*:
One 10 inch trial gun is to tie made of warm or cold
blast charcoal iron, to 1m* cast hollow aud cooled from

Fire.

NYAY FALL. GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

BROWN’S

new,
neatly, and are the most plea-ant
iu the city. One separate room tor Ladies. 1 present my thank* tor the extensive patronage, and
promise as in the past, no pains shall hi* spared in the
future
I kwtsrenovkd rob No 164 to 161 HUMIC
street. The
ha* had 20 years'
experience.
Diploma* will be giveu to those Ladies and Gentlemen who pas* through thorough courses for Accountant*.
Terms will be reasonable. My Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's Commercial
College. Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest in the
United States. My teaching aud plans are modern,
and the most improved and approved, as the first
class business men have and will testify.
trt *tactically taught .as follows:
Navigation. Commercial Law, Native, business and
Ornamental Writiug, Commercial Arithmetic. Correspondence. Card Marking. Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receive* separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted.
Certain eveuings will be
devoted to Law Lectures, if expedient.
%3T Mr. B. would refer to a recommendation from
hi* .Siud<mt* of this city. w ho are acting as business
men. accountants, Ac
containing above four himdred signatures, a part of which mav be seen in print
in the hall at the entrance to hi* Kcotu*. a few of
which are a* follows
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued by Mr. R. N.
Brown, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
aud the complicated series of Book keening, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill aud facility in adjustiug account* we
mav now possess:
Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown. Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W. Thomas. Jr., Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings, Jason Berry, John H.
Russell, Fred. A. Prince. John II. Hall, George E.
Thompson, John B. Coyle,Jr., Fred. 11. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 2nd others.
dTThe service* of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who ha* had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
feb3 dA w 3m33

THE

sale

a

DK. UIUIIF.V

Eclectic Medical

undersigned would inform his old friends
and the public, that after an absence of
tweutyflve years, he has returned to his native
place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in
the

8team

usually kept In

State Agent for DAVIS fc KIDD'S MAGNKTO-F.I.KCTHIC MACHINES.
eodkwtoctl

.,

fyinpnrr* Building*. Vr-eel* in |>ort. Merrhan-

Paint establishment.

Apnin!”

Street

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other articles

Press Office.

OrdnanceOffice. War Department, I
Wasmisutok. January 27th, 1863.
)
Proposals w ill be reoeived at this office until p.m
on the 27th of February, 1*3. for furnishiug 13, 10

Rail Rond Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bonds of the
Kennetx-c and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the Interest coupon* thereon due ou the llith of October. 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my bauds, for which receipt* will lie given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland A Kennebec Railroad,(a nor organization,) a* toon a* the books and certificates can be
prepared, it* accordance with a vote of said CompaJ S. CUSHING.
ny, Nov. 8, 1*S2
Treasurer Portland A kcuuebec Railroad.
declH dtf
Augusta. Dec. 16. 1862.

IO,
Cannon.

AND

OILS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

Promptly Esecated

“Home

^PAINTS,

VARNISHES,

Orders,

—AT THE—

N

TICKETS FOR SALE.

i

COUPON 8,

and

Neatly

—

Proposals

TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

APOTHECARIES- GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, ft.

PRINTING,

disloyal parties

for 13,

AND FANCY GOODS.

AHD ALL OTHER KINDS OF

proposals

VIA FALL RIVER

I

WITH

will not be considered. aud an oath of aflegiance to the United .States
Government most accompany each proposition.
Proposals must be addressed to Henry Johuson.
M. 8. K., U. 8. A., and Acting Medical Purveyor,
Washington. D. C., aud shonlu be plainly marked
“Proposals for Ice."
The ability of the bidder to fill the contract, shonld
it be awarded to him. must be guaranteed by two responsible persons, whose signatures are to be appended to Ihc guarantee, aud said guarantee must accompany the bid.
The
of the guarantors must be shown
by the official certificate of lh*> t'Jerk of the nearest
District < 00rt or of the United Mates District Attorney
Wilder* must be present in person when the bids
are opened, or their
will uot Ihjconsidered.
Bonds iu the sum of five thousand dollars, signed
by the contractor and both of his guarantors, will be
required of the successful bidder upon signing the
contract.
Forma/ Guarantee.
We,-, of the county of-and State of
and
and State of
—, of the county of
-. do hereby gustautee that-is able to
fulfill
the contract iu accordance with the terms of his
proposition, and that, should his proportion be accepted. he will at once enter into a contract in accordance therewith.
hhou d the contract be awarded him, we are prepared to become his sureties.
To this guarantee must be appended the official
certificate above mentioned.
The Surgeon General reserves to himself the right
to reject any or all bids that he may deem too high
or
unsuitable.
I
HENRY JOHNSON. M. 8. K U. 8. A
feb0tfeb'.3
Acting Medical Purveyor.

of Steamers,

muse, m\ci am ahbicaj ramun,

AND

Town Notes and

Washington

—

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

Corporation Bonds,

responsibility

to

Commercial Mutual Marine Ina Co.

are

ingit.
Proposals from

-DEALER IV-

dly

TOWN

must be of tbe best quality, subject to the !
inspection and approval of the officer iu charge of
tbe post where it If delivered.
The full ustne aud post office address of the bidder
must
appear in the proposal.
If a but is made iu the name of a Arm the names
ot all the parties must
appear, or the bid will be considered as the individual proposal of the party sign-

Op Brookltk. New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OYER 8300,000.

THE

Portland, Angnet 6,1863.

they

75 per cent, to the dealer*

JUNCTION OF FREE ANI) MIDDLE STM.,

Je33if

A. D. REEVES,
Tailor,
#8 exchange street,

Hilton Head. South Carolina.
Newborn, North Carolina.
Fortress Monroe. Virgiuia.
Pensacola. Florida.
Nashville, Tennessee.
New Orleans. Louisiana.
M. Louis, MissouH.
Cairo. Illinois.
Washington. District of Columbia.
Memphis, Tennessee.
As the quantity required at the respective
posts is
not precisely known, bidders will state the
quantity
of ice
can furnish, where it is
price
gathered,
per lou of 2000 pounds, and within what period they
can furnish the amount or their bids.
Although it
is desirable that bidders should propose to furnish
the whole amount required at anv one of the places
proposed to be supplied.
Bidders will state w hat facilities they possess, if
any, tor storiug the ice at the posts they propose to

Co.

surance

■All work twine promptly and
peraonu warranted to
give thorough uttia.

Cut, made and trimmed by

SKALEU

Liverpool and London Fire and Life In-

Pertlao4. Me.

'41 Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,
Ladies' Riding Habits, Ac.,

for Flank Howitzer*.

Purveyor'* Office.
I
Waorikotoi, D. C., Jau. 22. 1863. )
PK0PO8AL8 will Ik* received at this
office until Monday, the 23d day of February.
1808, at twelve (12) o'clock M., for furnishiug tbe
Medical and Hospital Department until the 1st day
of January, 1864. w ith a supply of pure R E, to be
delivered at the following places, to wit:

Narine. Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

Jaul gm

to,

fkcHon^

Medical

DOW^

JOHN E.

Nattended

ally

PROPOSALS FOR ICE.

eodly

a.

Watch-Maker,

gx

Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance.

Wharf,

PORTLAND, ME.

dccl9

m

EOQEBB.

CHAS.B.

1863.

141 M 1441c Street.

Jan»eodtf.b27|

MUNGER, Agent,

No. IM Fore Street, head of Long

Produce

L. J. CROSS,

OHIIXAIX k (irKK K, War Dipartmf.xt, I
W ash nr o to si. January 27. 1«63.
)
at this office until 4 o’clock p. m., on the 27th of February next, for furnishing one hundred, or less, 24-pounder ?ast iron
Howitzers tor flank defence. These Howitzers weigh,
when finished, about 1,476 pounds each, and drawings exhibiting their dimensions can be seen at this
office, or at the United State* Arsenals. They are to
be subject to the regular United States inspection and
proof, and none are to be received and paid for except such as nas* inspection and proof, and are approved by a United states Inspector, to be designated by this office. Pavments will be made on certilicates of inspection and receipts, to be given by the
Inspector, and forwarded to this office.
Bidders will state the number of Howitzers they
propose to deliver (not exceeding one hundred.) the
place of manufacture and delivery, and the price per
pound, for the finished Howitzer; and no bid will be
entertained unless it be from a founder regularly engaged in llie business, satisfactory evidence of which
must accompany the bid.
Any bidder obtaining a
contract will be required to enter into bond*, with
not less than two sureties, in the penal sum often
thousand dollars, for the faithful fulfilment of his
contract in all
respects. The bonds must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and the
bondsmen must be certified by the Judge of a District
Court of the United $tat<>s, or an Orduance I>fficer in
charge of a United tttate* arsenal, to be worth the
penal snm of the Isind over aud above all liabilities.
The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the
prices are deemed too high, or if, for any cause, it is
not deemed lor the public interest to
accept them.
Proposals will be sealed and addresseif to “Brigadier General J a mes W Ripley. Chief of Ordnance.
Washington, D. C.,” and will be endorsed “Propo-

some

H A Y,

DEALERS IH

JOHN T. ROGER*.

Jauuary U,

Proposals will be received

Company divides its net earning* to the life
THIS
companies
policy holders, (not in scrip

Help for !h«* Sirk mid Wounded
Soldier*.
Army Committee of the Tortland Young
Men’s Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to all Christiana, aud to all other benevolent person* of Maine, for aid iu carrying out the
!
Christian Commission, in ministering to the
physical
aud spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distributes its

j

Proposals

CASH CAPITAL, *2,372.045 74, INVESTED.

Those persons whose
proposals may be accepted,
will be immediately notified,
febfttfibao
NAT IAN DANE.Treasurer.

TIIKOUHI

WHOLESALE

Portland,

Each proposal must be accompanied by the names
of two
persons to enter Into a sufficient
bond for tne faithful performance of tfce contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for furnishing wood to the command at Fort Preble.”
The Quartermaster reserves the right to
reject any
or all bids not considered
by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster General, for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the opeuing
of the bids.
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Infantr> K. Q. M
U. S. A.
feb7 dtd

England Life Insurance

ii.

Ho. 129 Cbmmercial Street,

responsible

IN

?|uartcr

AHD

Flour, Provisions and

proposals

New

H.

CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Monday.

ceived.

LIFE INSURANCE.

MEDICAL.

General

upwards,

WE.

!

JOHN T. KOlil HS A

Office op the A. A. Q. M U. S. A.,
I
Fort Preble. Maiue. Feb 4th. 1863. I
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until
March 16th. 1863, at 13 o’clock M.t for (500) five hundred cords of hard, seasoned,merchantable wood—one hundred aud twentyeight cubic feet to the cord. The wood to be delir.
ered on the whart at Fort Preble in lots of 50 cords
or
as may be required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the first
day of May next.
No
for less than fifty cords will be re-

MISCELLANEOUS.

their counsel,
guidance, learning, or
instruction in matters ol public concern. If
it should do so, aud you, gentlemen of the jury, should co-operate with the court iu this
attempt, both would is- false to the Constitution, false to duty, and false to liberty itself.
Tbe article published by defendants charges
the plaintiff with the commission of an assault of an aggravated character upon a cltizen In his own office, and details the circumstances of the transaction.
Was that a subject “proper for public information f” Tbe
statute makes such an act a criminal offence.
Have not the public a right to be advised of
transactions which the law regards as hostile
to the public safety?
How may the public
provide against future danger if such warnings
must be withheld I'rotn “public information?'’
Is not the publication of Uie statistics of crime,
oftentimes usefuHn the detection of criminals,
and also for devising means for preventing its
recurrence ? How are the public to obtain
such information, if it Is to be a forbidden
theme to the newspaper press?
And how
can the press belter discharge its duty than iu
proclaiming such transactions, as well if committed in high places as in the humbler walks
of life? Such and like information is obtained
in our cities and larger towus at great expense, and constitutes an important braurh of
the business of the newspaper press. The
metropolitan press lias its corres|Kiudents, not
only iu most of the cities in this country, but
also in the large cities of Europe, and every
of the habitable globe, to collect inormalion upon this and a thousand other kindred subjects.
This court is well assured that this intelligent jury needs no words of caution from any
quarter, to consider well its verdict before it
strikes a blow at the industry of a very large,
and highly respectable and useful, but, too otten, ill requited c'ass of their fellow citizens.
How, it may be asked, in this hour of our national life struggle, are we to obtain information of the nmizress of our arms amt the
heroism of our valorous sons, if newspaper
publishers may not print the letters of their
correspondents, proci'led always that they do
not endanger the public safety? If such facts
arc proper lor public information, can it be
doubtful whether a like publicity, under the
statute, may attend the accounts of violations
of law In our midst?
If you llml that the article of the 16th of
Jam, 1H60 w as true in every material particular, and proper for public information—your
verdict will lie for the defendants. Neither
the spirit, temper nor purpose of the w riter,
when lie penned the artiele, or before or after
its puhlieatiou, if ever so malicious, renders it
libelous; if it was “true” and “proper for public information,” these are "a complete jnstitlcation.” In such cases the law does not analyze and scan the spirit, temper and purpose of
the writer, before it can pronounce judgment
npou the character of bis articles; if it did,
none hut ones friends could lawfully proclaim
his wrong doings, and thus the public might
be deprived of information proper for their
; admonitiou, guidance, and safety.
Hence, if
i you dud that the article complained of was
true and proper for public information, the
character of previous or subsequent articles
in tlie newspaper, however malicious does not
change the rights.of the parties. Those articles
may be considered, if you should come to the
question of damages, but not otherwise.
Ill considering your verdict you will take
all the testimony into account. If you dnd
! lor the defendants, you will have no occasion
to come to the question of
damages; if you
dnd for the plaintitf, it will tmrome necessary
for you to consider that subject.
Upon this branch of the case it may be necessary lor you to recall to mind the circumstances under which the article was written.
While thejrepetltion of a libel or the publication of it In the reasonable belief of its truth
will not justly a party, that fact is proper for
a
jury to consider upon the question of malice,
and in mitigation of damages. Acting in harmony with good morals, the law allows a
jury to consider the animus of the defendant
in this regard. The testimony of Mr. ('lark,
that the defendant showed the article to him
before it was published, asking him “if it was
right,” and Clarke’s answer to him that “it was
more favorable to tlie plaintitf than the facts
warranted,” or words to that effect, and, also,
the proof introduced by plaintitf to the same
effect, are proper for you to consider in this
connection.

BUSINESS CARDS.

PROPOSALS FOR WOOD.

opportunity

properfor
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Libel Halt —Charge to the Jury.

Supreme

-•—.-.

published

Term®:
The Pobtland Daily Press is published every
morning. (Sundays excepted), at 86,00 per year in ad

Single copies three oenta.
Thb Maine State Press is

-T-TT--.

----

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS
!•

FRIDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

f'.'i"-

Joseph B. Hail,
Sec’y of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane.
State Treasurer.

Hon.

REWARD !
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
and conviction of anv person or peraon, stealing

IMVEfrom the door* of

DaiHT»

‘deciK

our

.nhecritwr.

PUBLISHERS OT THE TRESS

THE DAtLY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE

Friday Morning, February 13, 1803.
_*-!--

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.
Libel Suit—Freedom of the Press Vindicated.

The readers of the Press have been informed that, at the Jan. Term of the Supreme Judicial Court for Lincoln County, Judge Dickerson presiding, there was tried a suit for libel,
John

brought by

Uabson

Wlscasset,

of

against J. T. G ILL AX et al., formerly publishers of the Bath Daily Times.
very full

As we have taken

pains to secure a
and correct report of Judge Dickerson's
charge to the Jury, which will he found upon
the first page, and which defines with marked
distinctness the rights of newspaper publishers and the limitations which restrict those

rights,

deem it proper to

we

give a

brief his-

tory of the suit and report of the trial, believing they w'dl not be found devoid of interest
even to the general reader.
The suit was brought in March, 1800, the

plaintiff claiming (5,000 damages

pub-

for the

lication of au article in the Batli Times of
Jan. 10th, of the same year. Mr. Babson is a
of much notoriety, and his name
has become largely mixed up with the political affairs of Lincoln and Sagadahoc counties.

politician

Under Mr. Buchanan lie held the lucrative
office of Vice Consul General for Canada, under Gen. W. B. S. Moor, and was stationed at

Suspension Bridge,

the

near

Niagara

Falls. In

addition to this office, Secretary Howell Cobb
created a special office for him, for which he

received (8 per day

sort

of custom house offi-

inspectorship

of secret

traveling fees,—a

and

cials and matters, blit as the defendants
credibly Informed, the real labors of the

were
new

organizing the Democratic
party of the state, so as to secure delegates to
the Charleston Convention acceptable to the
conspirators in the Buchanan cabinet. Whethoffice consisted in

this

er

not, Mr. Babson

or

was so

almost

was

in ail party movements in the
and particularly in Lincoln and Sa-

omnipresent
state,

seldom failed to turn up at
have a hand or a voice iu

and

gadahoc,
Bath in

the local

politics of that city, as
primary meetings

well as the conventions and
of

where lie did not, but where
the defendants did reside.

Sagadahoc,

It

in consequence of such interference
that the Bath Times—an independent Demowas

alluded to Mr. It. and

paper—frequently

cratic

his officious and offensive presence, in terms
more forcible perhaps than refined, and spoke

of him in words

always complimentary.
Saturday, January 14, I860, Mr. Babson

On

not

his way Westward, had an
interview with Ills political friends, and then
came

to

Bath

on

ealled at the office of lion. Elisha Clarke of
Mr. Clarke had been

city.

that

previously
Tribune, which he
was induced to purchase of its “Straight
Whig” proprietors and convert into an organ
of Buchanan Democracy, by the influence of
Babson and others, who promised to aid him
witli.

connected

with funds.

the Bath

While at Mr. Cs office

a

difficul-

ty occurred, correctly reported in the follow-

ing

article which

the

Daily

appeared

in the next issue of

Times:

Disoracewl Personal Assst-LT.—We regret to
learn that an assault of an aggravated character
occurred in this city Saturday forenoon. Hon.
John Babson was in the city, and called at the
private office of Hon. Elisha Clarke, where Mr.
C. was alone. Mr. Babson's visit had connection
a note on
with a past business transaction
which his name appears as endorser, which grew
out of Mr. C.’s purchase of the Tribune in 1837.
Mr. Clarke regretted his inability to meet the
demand of Mr. B., and high words from the latter
followed, until he called Mr. Clarke a liar, adding expletives which we do not choose to repeat.
After repeatedly denouncing Mr. C. as a liar,
upon the latter asserting the truth of his own
statements, and insisting that the falsehood was
not on kit side, Babson, with a display of ferocity, said G—d d-n vow ! you tell me I lie!”
at the same time
hitting him w ith his fist near
the right eye. He continued to flourish his fist,
and menace Mr. Clarke, seieral times bringing
his knuckles in contact with his face.
Mr. Babeon is a large man, of powerful
physical force,
while Mr. Clarke iB of medium sue, and in no
way given to displays of physical prowess or
pugilism The affair, if not before adjusted,
will probably be brought before the Grand Juryin April
Mr. Babson left in the afternoon train
on an official visit to the westward, where his
duties as an officer of the government call hint.
This is doubtless oneof the very latest improvements for packing the people.
—

About two months after the

publication of
article, Mr. Babson instituted the
suit in question, claiming $5,000 for damages
alleged to have been suffered from the publication of this piece of information. This suit,
believed by deft, to be malicious and designed
the above

with another kindred suit hereafter alluded to,
to break down the paper which lie was struggling to maintain, led to other articles by no

complimentary to the pltf., not maliby any means, but calculated to exhibit
him in such a ludicrous light as was believed
to be justified by facts and by his own conmeans

cious

From the date of the writ until the verdict

of the jury, the deft, spared

speedy trial,
never ready.

no

pains

but w ithout avail.

a

to secure

Babson was

His attorney, A. I. Gould, importuned us (for
convenience we will drop the legal word deft.)
allow tne

party,”

case

lawyer’s

neither

to t>e entered to

and even went

that our

so

fees

far

might

as

to

be

intimate

paid by

his

client if we would consent to such an entry.
We declined, solely because ice h„d given no

grouud for the actlou, and would consent to
no disposition of the suit that could be tortured into an admission of any such ground.
Mr. Gould told us emphatically that there was
no ground of action in our publication ; said
he had given the same opinion to his client;
us to

understand that he should

the case to

Judges

trial,

assured

us

never

and one of the

push

Supreme

that Mr. G. made similar

him;—at

statements to

any rate, the Judge
with the utmost confi-

referred to assured us,
dence, that there never would lie a trial, aud
this was immediately nftcr an opportunity for

interview, if
pitta’ counsel.

an

not au

actual interview, with

At liie late term of the court at

Wiscasset,
the case was marked lor trial. Alter ten days
it was reached. We went hurriedly to W. in
answer to a telegraphic
despatch, and improvised counsel on the spot,—Messrs. Wales
Hubbard of Wiscasset, and John
Ruggles of

Thomastou.

We were cautioned not u> allow
the case to go to the 2d Jury. Said a

worthy

member of the bar, “it has been common talk
“for a week that Babson has now got a jury

“that he is

not

afraid of.”

On the

jury

were

of Mr. B's warmest personal aud political friends, aud it was feared by some of our
friends that this fact would prejudice their
some

verdict; but so

confident did we fcel of the

gross Injustice of the attempt to break down
a fearless press, by a corupl political cabal
of which the pltf. was but a single member,
that we were
his friends.

willing

trust the case with
We had lost confidence neither
to

in truth, justice nor human integrity. We
did not believe a Lincoln county jury could
be bought, sold, bullied or bribed. The result
shows that we did uot over estimate their in-

tegrity,
of

2

a

tleman.

How well Mr. G. fulfilled the expectation he created, those calf judge who heard

closing plea. For an hour
poured out a torrent of words,

aud

half he

a

the character

of which may be inferred from the fact that he
is a perfect master of inrectice.
Mr. Clarke

was

unwisely confide in the
our cause against the
gross attempt
or

vert the freedom of the proas.

merits
to sub-

j

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
[SPECIAL

DISPATCH

Augusta, Feb. 12.

Thursday. Prayer by
Papers

from the House

Mr. White, from
a

the

than

was

required by

Indeed, the
case in evidence,

“couched in much milder terms than theactu“al truth warrants, are substantially correct."
Babson* offered himself

rejected

was

for

as

witness,

a

incoinpetenry

but

under the stat-

His counsel—Mr.Gould—wanted time
to look up the law, and delayed the proceedutes.

full hour while he, his client and his
library. On their return to
the court room the Judge, with a mischiev-

ings

a

friends were in the

ous

twinkle in his eye, asked Mr. Gould if he
Augusta to get a special act to

State

on

of Sumner & Maxcey.
Mr. Barrows, from the Committee

from the Committee on Manufactures, reported a bill to amend the charter of
the Lewiston Bagging Co., and to increase the
capital Stock.
The bills passed to be enacted yesterday in the

House,

passed

wen*

to

be enacted, in

concur-

HOUSE.

of in

concurrence.

Various petitions were presented and referred.
Mr. Kingsbury,from the Judiciary Committee
bill to amend the act

incorporating

the Portland Mutual Loan and Savings Institution which was read and assigned.
Mr. Holbrook, from the Committee on Division of Towns, reported a bill to set off a portion
of land belonging to David Larrabee, from the
of Lisbon to the town of Webster.

town

and assigned.
Mr. Stone, from the Committee

reported legislation inexpedient

Read

Education,

on

order rethe powers and duties of Supervisors
of Schools and School Commissoners. Accepted.
Mr. Hodgtnan,from the Committee on Educa-

lating

on an

to

tion, reported legislation inexpedient on

an

order

meet the emergency I
Witnesses were called to prove the peaceable character of Mr. Babson, in order to show

the Superintendent of Schools.
Mr. Clay, from the Judiciary Committee, reported legislation inexpedient on an order relating to the ownership of islands.
Mr. Crosby, from the Judiciary Committee,

the

reported reference

had been to

improbability

Mr. Babson

of Clarke's

was

ready

testimony.

to swear

—

so

said

his attorney—that Clarke’s testimony was totally false, that Clarke was the aggressor, and
that he never lifted a finger against Mr. C.
while in his olHce, aud yet J. C. Snow—Babson’s principal witness, who was at the time

postmaster of Bath, and had his name with
B's on the notes referred to—testified that
Bahson went directly from him to Clarke's office, that when he returned from the office he
(Snow) look him in a sleigh, carried him to
Brunswick

where he put him on board the
cars, that towards evening be returned to
Bath,and then (though he could have talked

only with the plaintiff about the affair) he took
pains to find Clarke, on purpose to look at his
eye to see if it bore the marks of violence!—
It was ratliea a damaging question for the
witness’ friend, when he was asked why he
should be looking in ('larke’s eye for marks of
violence, unless he had first I wen informed
that a blow had been aimed at that eye! He
evidently had not well studied that part of his
lesson.
The case was argtiad for the defense by Mr.
Hubbard—Judge Buggies having made the
opening— and for the prosecution by Mr.
Gould. The former occupied three-fourths of
an

hour; the latter just double that time.—

Judge Dickerson’s charge, which
and felicitously clear, will be found

able

was

in this pa-

per.
The

jury retired to their room at a little
past six, Monday evening, and at eleven
o'clock the Judge and Counsellors were sent
lor, as the jury wished special instructions.—
After receiving additional instructions, they
soon came to an agreement.
At the opening
of the court Tuesday morning the verdict of
“not guilty” wa« rendered. Kxceptions were
filed; also
aside and

motion to have the verdict set
new trial ordered. Mr. Babsonhav-

a

ing signally

a

cannot

new

failed with

see

trial be

jury made up in part
political friends,
expects to gain should
a

personal

what he

and

granted.

We have extended this article much beyond
the limits intended. The suit, with another
similar suit

brought about the
aggrieved politician

another

same

time, by

of the

same

school; was doubtless iutended as one of
the agencies by which to break down an
independent ptess, that stood in the way of as

unscrupulous

a

and tricksters
Times

as

of

political demagogues
ever disgraced a party.
The

set

in their way; did not fail to expose tlfeir deviltry, and to put the people on
their guard against the measures intended to
deceive and eutrap them; and it was to crush
was

such an obstacle to the success of their
machinations that this and the other suit referred to were commenced. The other endout

ed in

a

non-suit nearly two years since, and
against the plaintiff, in our favor,

paid our lawyer's fees. We have no
fear of the pending suit, even should a new
trial be granted, which is not certain.
which

It is too late in the ltfth century for the efan effete administration,

fete office-holders of

by the jury box of an enlightened
people in breaking dowu a press that has fearlessly thrown itself in their way, in behalf of
popular rights and the unbiased exercise of
to succeed

the elective franchise.

jyOn the first page—Judge Dickerson’s
charge in re Babson r«. Gilman & al.
»jf~< >n the fourth page—Slipshod Verses;
History of the “Paper Makers’ Association."
:r-1.ate English newspapers have been received at this office, through the kindness of
W. C. Howe, Esq., of the city Post Office.
*^We are indebted to the courtesy of C.
A. Miller, Esq., Clerk of the House of Representatives al Augusta, fur interesting State
documents.
Geo. Francis Train, who

petted
loyal city

was

and praised by certain parlies in the
of Portland, has been driven from the slave
state of Missouri for disloyal utterances.
~

The New York

versed in the

Sunday Mercury
geography ol our state. It

is well
says

“II. K. Morrell skated from Somerset to Portland, Maine, a distance of thirty miles, in an
hour and thirty minutes, and lour miles of the
way he

to the next Legislation on the
relating to Allen & O’Brien.
Mr. Hayden, from the Committee on Railroads,
&c., reported reference to the next Legislature

order

jietiiion or me wrectors or Winslow

tne

Bridge.

Holbrook, from
reported

Mr.

ion of Towns
tee

Wm.

obliged to walk.”
The
'Jf
running of the rebel batteries at
Vicksburg by the federal ram “Queen of the
West," her sinking of rebel transports, capture ot nearly sixty prisoners, and successful
return, is prubably one of the most brilliant
was

feats of the present war.

^F“We beg pardon for occupying so much
space to-day with a matter which may seem
to lie possessed rather of
personal titan of general interest. It was due to a large class of
readers in Lincoln and Sagadahoc counties,
and we did not feel at liberty to withhold the
facts from them.

ZHF~We hope that the resolve reported iu
the Legislature, to appoint an agent to see to
the transportation from Washington of articles
sent to the soldiers of Maine in the field, will
pass at once; for, from reports from Washington and our soldiers, there is especial need of
such au agent Immediately.

the Committee on Divisreference to the Commit-

Division of Counties of the

on

petition

of

Young.

Mr. Kellar, from the Committee on the Incorporation of Towns, reported leave to withdraw
on the petition of C. H. Farmer.
All the above reports were accepted.
Read and astigned.—Resolve providing for
the establishment of Military Agencies.
Patted to be engrotted.—Act
Mt. Kineo Lodge.

Engrossed

any of the articles named iu the letter, to
W. P. Preble, No. 397, Congress street, or to
Miss Harriet Fox, No. 49, Danforth street,and
all such articles will be

Telegraph Co.,

to sell

authorising

or

lease their

by the Secretary of State, transmitting letters
from Mr. Brannan of San Francisco, presenting
portrait of Sir William Pepperell. Mr. Blake
of Bangor introduced resolves, expressing the
thanks of the Legislature to the donor, which
a

passed unanimously.
By special assignment,

were

the House proceeded
to the consideration of the resolves relating to
National Affairs. Mr. Lyman, of Machias, made

lengthy

and patriotic remarks in support
of his amendment, and had the floor when the

House adjourned.
AtTonsTA, Feb. 13.
Albert L. Burbank, of Bethel, has been nominated as Clerk of the Courts tor Oxford County.

articles as we
doubt they will prove a
blessing to many a poor soldier. You may
think me dilatory in my reply, and I acknowledge that mure time has elapsed than seems
desirable, but with us, time Is exceedingly
precious, every moment is occupied; we had
some ten boxes and four barrels that arrived
at the same time, and a large number ol letters
have been required, acknowledging their reception. Just now. we do not even have our
evenings, as an officer of the Maine until is
here, and occupies the room where we have
our tire.
He is very sick, and in the evening
other officers of the Koglment call to see him;
but l know you understand my position and
will excuse the delay, without feeling that it
arises from any lack of interest in the supplies
received.
You inquire what articles are most needed
for the relief of the sick and wounded soldiers.
We feel that thus far the supply most larking
has been butter; we have also lieen unfortunate in losing nearly all the
that have
been sent, by the breaking of the glass bottles
in which they were sent. It would be better
to pack them In stone jars.
Soli crakers, we
can never be too
largely supplied with, also canned chicken. Send us tea in small packages,
suitable to give to the men in their tents, as we
carry it to them when we visit the "quarters."

Feb.

It is but

who give up everything for our country. The
number of sick is constantly increasing, as
must necessarily tie the case after such fatiguing marches ns have recently been made.—
With other writing pressing on my immediate
attention, I must close this very hastily w rit
ten letter. Continue earnest in the work.
The
daily Messing of the soldier rests upon the
daughters of Maine, who with her sous, aid in
this glorious cause.
Yours sincerely,
Harriet Eaton.
[For
Press.)
Consistency!—The Argus of yesterdaj

boiling

was

Maine.

been," says the gallant Colonel, “in
battles at Bailey's cross roads, selge of

“It has

Yorktown, battle of Williamsburg, Fair Oaks,
cross

roads,

Groveton, Chan-

tilly, skirmish at Monocacy, and lastly at
Fredericksburg.” Carried through all these
battles “with credit to the regiment and honor
to the State,” the Colonel hopes it may be preserved.

alry,

was

dismissed from

1st Maine Cav-

the service

by

a

martial in November last; the sentence
has been remitted, and he has been restored
to his rank and duty.

court

me

following military appointments were
made by the Governor yesterday.
Second Regiment—Sewall H. Downs, Brewer,
2d Lieut. Co. F.
Fifth Regiment
Wm. B. Fenderson, Bidde—

ford, Ijuarternioster.
Ninth Regiment—Amaiiah N. Goodwin, Calais, 2d Lieut. Co. A.
Twelfth

Regiment—Rev.

Horace L.

gusta, Chaplain.

Bray,

Au-

Seventeenth
Newton Whitten,
Regiment.
Lieut. Co. D; Frederic A. Sawyer,
Portland, 2d Lieut. Co. E; Hiram R. Dyer, Farmington, 2d Lieut. Co. G; Putnam S. Boothby,
Biduetbrd, 1st Lieut. Co. K; Thomas W. Lord,
Auburn, 2d Lieut. Co. K.
Nineteenth Regiment
Asbury C: Richards,
Pittston, Capt. Co. E.
Second
Twenty
Regiment—Gibson C. Patten4
Corinna, 2d Lieut. Co. A.
Twenty Third Regiment—Horace C. Haskell,
Turner, Captain, Co. L>; Henry il. Bearee,
Hebron, 1st Lieut. Co. 1); Lorenzo I). Stacy,
Porter, 2d Lieut. Co. K; Granville Fcrnald,
Harrison, Captain, Co. B; Henry B. Cleaves,
Bridglou, 1st Lieut. Co. B; Joshua R. Howard. Hanover, 2d Lieut. Co. B.
Twenty-fourth Regiment.—John VV. Millett,
Pittsfield, 2d Lieut. Co. C; Edward L. Slurtcvant, Winlhrop, Captain. Co. G; George W.
Hull, Wayne. 1st Lieut. Co. G; A. J. Billings,
Albion, 2d Lieut. Co. G.
Twenty-seventh Regiuieut.—Mark F. Wentworth, Kittery, Colonel; Janies M. Stone,
Kemiebuuk, Lieut. Colonel; John L>. Hill,
Buxton. Major; Joseph F. Warren, llollis,
1st Lieut. Co. C; William Milliken, Jr., Buxton, 2d Lieut. Co. C; Private O. F. Russell of
—

Portland, 2d

—

Chaplain.
Twenty-eight Regiment.—Private Irving A.
Wardweil of-, Chaplain.
Light Artillery.—Freeman MeGii very.Searsport, Major.
First Heavy Artillery.—Stephen C. Talbot,
East Maehias, Adjutant.
Jonathan.
-,

We see it stated that Messrs. Gilman
and Hall have discontinued their editorial connection with the Portland Press. Mr. Richardson, formerly, we understand, of the Slate
of Maine, has been installed as editor-in-chief
of the paper.—(Maine Farmer.
This item is correct, except in three unimportant particulars. 1. Messrs. Gilman and
Hall have not discontinued their editorial
connection with the Press.
2. Mr. Richardson was never connected with the newspaper known as the State of Maine. J. He has
not

been installed

Press.
from

a

all over with

as

wrath and

indigna

tion, because some of our disloyal citizens havi
been charged with a recreancy about whirl
there is no mistake, and yet a leaded editoria
in the same paper, repeats the charge of Uief

(which came to us from New Orleans iu a tel
egraph dispatch) against Gen. Dow, althougl
the satfie had been explained away by subae
quent newspaper accounts and letters, ant
adds:
“This will surprise no one who is informer
of the depredating raids committed by om
troops in that quarter, and one who know
that lor an officer or soldier to appropriatt
money thus seized to his own use is deemec

theft.”
charge of

theft against

out

officers and soldiers, who are exposing llieii
lives for the preservation of our government
while those wild are enjoying its benefits, com
forlalily a' home, are thus engaged in slander
ing them! Truly this is consistency with a
U.

has caused them to be counterfeited.

editor-in-chief of the

Did the Farmer get iis information
“reliable gentleman," or an “intelligent

contraband” ?

jyit is reported that some cases of small
pox have recently oecured in Wlscasset.

Lie

PAPERS.

imiai

i/miii^ tut; war «>1
some of the most in-

Hebei Agent to Buy a British
Steamer for Privateering Purposes.
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
The Victoria (British Columbia) Chronicle
ol the 4th inst., says a Commodore of the rebel States navy arrived there a mouth ago, and
endeavored to purchase the British steamer
Thames, ostensibly for the Mexican coast
trade. That paper believed the design was the
The Commodore
privateering enterprise.
would have succeeded but for the want of
motley.

Stonewall Jackson's Chaplain to be Released.
New York, Feh. 12.
The Herald has the following: "Stonewall
Jackson's chaplain, now cuntlned iu the old
Capitol prison, is to he released, probably tomorrow.
He agrees to secure the release ol
all the Federal army cnaplains who may be
conduc'd iu ltichmoud, or else return and deliver hiuiselt up at the old Capitol."
Gen. Benham Appointed to an Important
Position.
New York, Feh. 12.
It is underotood that Gen. Benham, who, after an investigation by Judge Advocate General Holt, has been restored to his rank as
Brigadier General ol Volunteers, will at once
supercede Gen. Woodbury us chief of the engineering force of the Army of the l’otomac.
Hebei Emissary Seised.
New York, Feb. 12.
A rebel emissary was arrested by Surveyor
Andrews on board the steamer City of Manchester yesterday, upon her arrival here troin
Ills title is Lieut. E. E. Fairfax
Liverpool.
Williams, C. S. A., and a large number of letters for the rebels were found on him.
column picking Sambuci
Grapes, for Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article
used iu hospitals, and by the Urst families in Paris
London and New York, iu preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, aa it gives great satisfaction.
dec21dly
Skk

a woman

In another

the Troche*

WILL LKCTCKK ON

Mental

r.

i'.
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» 1

give

wduiu

Portland, and

ret nr mil to

can

uuiicruiBi ne n:

be found

at

FKBKUAKY 14 k 16, 1863.
TBATIMOHIALg.
Mr Hir-wart'* l.rctnrr, on Menial
1‘im ,®rY *1'1® *»d
correct,very
alaar la bia elucidation*. and cau moat
*tueer*tv commend them to the attention of all who hate tuv <le•ire tor aaofal Improvement. K.*p.
ctieity.
II. B. Ah*iTT,
Pastor Congress Street V. A\ hun k, Portland.
This may wrtifv that I have lUtcncd with interest
to Mr. Stewart's lecture* ou the riti)o*ophy of the
Miutl. and I can recommend them a» able, practical
and useful lecture*.
Staphs* « ohuru,
Skew began, Nov. 21, 1861.
Af. (\ 4th District.
I wa« prepent at Mr. Stewart’s Lecture*, and it
five* me pleasure to say that I cau most cheerfully
recumiueud Mr. S. and his Lectures to the favorable
consideration ot an enlightened public.
Oxford, oet. w. 1861
Jour J haauT
h*r® lM,»rd Mr .Stewart', Lecture, on Mental
commend them to all. TWy
are the product ot much
faithful reading, patient iwquiir aud exact retention; his suvgegthmsas to the

_J_h,T®

8?rt®Df*’KilliC,15!W*r

NEWS.

ih**!^*

.!

PfUtnr

Boston.
Sid 1st

t

qfMnine.

CONDEMStsD BTATEHEHT
OP TUB

Capita! Stock,
Surplus

over

ail paid «p,
Capital,

tl&o.wo Od
16.216 88

8166.216 88
AMrrs or the coupaht.

Cash on hand.
86.784
Cash in tand» of Agents, Ac., 6,8 0
City Dubuoue Bond.
IM
intermit teemed and unpaid.
3.988
United State* 7 9-10 Treasury
Notes.
2.530
Debts secured by mortgage,
53.7m
Loans on personal security,
1.500
Bunk Stock, an per sabedale,
79,870
"
"
Kailroad Stock,
• 10,889
Bills Kecelvable,
134
Offlee furnitnre, library, hr.,
999
iwwst

on

04
22
44
93
00
00
on
00
00
09

17

186,318 19

LiaaiLtnaa,

Losses adjastad aad duo—Nona.
Losaes adjnsted and not dn»—Non*.
Losse unadjusted.
98.998 73
Ad ether claims against the Company—None.
Amount of Fire Risks still in force,
97,776.373
W. CHAPIN. President.

A

SANFORD J. HALL. Secretary.
or MaaaAracarm, I
(lastly Umpdm. I
SrsisarigLD, Nor. 31st. 1889.

Stats

Subscribed And

by tbr

above AW ChaE. Pbsibas.
•lattice cf the Peace.

sworn to
me.

pin and S. J. Hall, before

ty-Rlaee Nor. 1st the Company hare increased
tbeir Capital 960.000—making ft
9300.000
Lessen

adjusted aad promptly paid by

XLIFXALXT WXB8TXK. Af«nt,
If*. 193 1-3 Fore Street*

Head of Lons Wharf.
Portland, Feb. 13, 1963.

Mil codim

iv*. jL.

REGULAR MEETING of this Association wfll
be held at their Debating Room, over International Bank. Saturday eveatag. Febraary 14th, 1993,
at 7j o'clock prectady
The pabUc arc iarltcd.
QUESTION FOR DISt UNION
Nrsofrerf. That M la the daty of Praaidcnt Uaoata
aad hi* Cabinet to restore the command of the Army
of the Potomac to Gea. McClellan
Per order.
GEO. H SMARDEN,
M>13 St
Recording Secretary.

A

IPhysician’s Notice.
ML CHADWICK
taken Ofler !Vn* I over Mr. Lortoc’i Dng
corner of Exchange aad Federal atreete.

HASStore,

Orncx

Hocue—From 10 to 13

a. x.
S to or a.
Reefdenee 16S Cumberland Street, between Cheat■at and Elm. and oppo-ite the head of Codnrtta.
fob 13 dim
M

-LOCATED 131 —

Clapp*® Block.Congreee St
an

T
important link in Buyaxt, Stuattou A Co.'s

ISChain

York.

of C ommercial College*. located ia Hew
Philadelphia. Albany. Baffhlo, Providence.

leeveland. Detroit. Chicago. St. Louis, Troy. Brooklyn and Toronto. C. W., and affords the beet
facilities for acquiring a thorough Commercial education.
<

poeeible

BOOK-KEEPING. COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC' PENMANSHIP,
CORRESPONDENCE fC..

K<*rrv

for Santa

to luail

! practically taught.

mtilaaatia

MAIL ARRANOBMIXTS.

Ar at

Dr. JOS IA H HEALD, No.241 Coi
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Churcl 1
Portland, Me.
augTdly
—

gress

LOCKF. k KIMBALL, Dkntiats. No. 11
Middle Street.Portland. Me.
augl5— ly
Dna.

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Feb 12. 1862.

or

2.000 American Gold.154
154
3.H00.do.
1641
7.900 .do
States
21.000 United
Coupon Sixes(1881). 96
9.000 .do. 96j
96
2.000 .do
loo United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104i
108
.do.
1.550

C'v

8.300 .do.li«J

la reeeiviag daily, and seretpg ap la avary vartaty,
or-FKIEI) CLAMS lerred at all hoar*.

Ar at Bellhst

1

j

MARRIED.
In Falmouth. Feb. 11th, J. P. Fernald, of Port
laud, and Miss Marv F.. Marston. of F.
In Sac<*. l>««c. 10th. by Rev. Mr. Stinchfield, Rev
Oliver M. Cummings and Mist Nancy Ford, both oi

keunebunk.
In llollis, Nov. 10. Marshall Lowell and Miss Saral
P. Libby, of II.
In West Bath, Jan. 15th, refer Nelson and Mrs
Mary Wiuslow.

i
!

j

METROPOLITAN HOTEL
Naw York, February 7, 186t.
As it has been published in most of tfew
papers throughout the country that oar
prices have been advanced to throo dollar*
J
i per day. we wish to state that the charge*
st the Metropolitan Hotel urilf remain the sumo a*
We can pay expanse*
heretofore, ffff.AO per
at that price, and are will tug to work tor nothing la
wartimes.
SIMEON LELAND k CO.
i

]

day.

foblOSt

NOTICE.
Poipt

SPOKEN.

are

will

Exchange
Street, on Saturday, the fourteenth day of Fabrnary.
1868. at ten o'clock A. M .for the following purposes,

via:
I. To choose a Moderator.
8. To choose three Director*.
3. To choose * Clerk and Treasurer.
4. To choose a Com nut tee to settle the Treasurer's
account.
6. To transa *t any other business which may legal*

ly

come beforwthem
tiETRCiE A. THOMAS, Clerk.
td
Portland, Feb. 7. 1868.

Ordinance

on

FmI Driving.

person having for the time belli the care or
use of anv horse or other beast of burthen, ear*
ring* or drenxkt, shell ride or drive or cause the
same to be driven through any part of the city at a
fhster rate than six miles an hour, under a penalty of
not less than tve dollars nor more than twenty dal*
lars tor each offence.
(Sec. 89 Rerieed Ordinances on Streets.
The above Ordinance will be strictly ea*
X. It
forced
WILLIAM HtJBR.
fobft d8w
City Marshal.

NO

i
i

NOTICE.
Internal Revenue Stamps.
FI LL

attempting

Dec 3. lat 19 N. Ion 88 E, ship Art Union, Thayer,
from Calcutta lor Boston.
Dec 14, lat 3 N. Ion 27 W, ship Grace Rosa, Pendlefor Rangoon.
ton. from
Dec 17. lat 3 50 N, lou 27 50 E. ship Sumatra, Kinsman. from Now York for Sbaughae.
Jan 16, lat 49 50 N, Ion 10 43 W, ship Revenue,
from Liverpool for Moutcvideo.
Jan 21, lat 48 N, Ion 17 W, ship Saranak, Rowland,
from Liverpool for Philadelphia.

Brid«b

Proprietors of Marti*’*
THE
hereby notified that their Annaal Meeting
be held at the office of FJtas Thomas.No. 41

22d, Marcia C Dav, Chase, New York

Ar at Leghorn 14th ult, Lydia Skollleld, Skoldeld,
from Genoa
Ar at Palermo 11th ult. Emily, Simmons, fm New
York.
Ar at Barcelona 19th nit. Voluuteer, Gorham, to
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 14th ult, Fanny Butler, Bartlett,
Catania for New York.
Cld 13th, Clara Maxell, Glover, (from New Y'ork)
for Malta.
Sailed from Bordeaux 18th ult, Olive Jane, Kalloch. New York.
Ar at Hamburg 17th ult. Isabella, Coffin. Callao.
Ar at Brouwershaven 22d ult,Ellen Stewart, Coffin,
Baltimore.
Liverpool, Jan 21. The John 11 Elliot, reported as
being ou shore, is now high aud dry with her back
broken aud stern post gone. She was abandoned
this morning.
Jan 23. This morning, while the Webster, from
to dock, she took tbe
New York, was
remains In a very
ground in the Priuce's Basin. She
bad position, aud all attempts to get her off have
tailed; she has Id feet of water in her; steam pumps
have beeu put aboard.

(eblStw

CARD.

Liverpool

Sbaughae.

m. us newai sr,

(Between Federal and Middle Streets,)

Aden.
Eut outwards 23d ult, Jacob A Stamler, Wade, for
New York.
Ar at Deal 24tli. Mary E Balch. Eldridge. Callao.
Off Broadstair* 23d. (at anchor) Convoy, Woodard. fin Shields for Boston, with loss of anchor and
chain.
Put iuto Cowes 2lst, Union, Burrows, (late Keed)
from Hull for Cardiff.
Ar at Bristol till 23d, Eastern State, Keating, ftn
St Johu NB.
Sailed from Newport 22d, Asa Eldridge, Coleman,

40 United States Demand Notes.152
6.000 .do.158
6.000 U. 8. Certificate# of Indebtedness.!long)... 96
do (August). m
10.00b
15.000 .do July. .100‘
19.3«Hi United States Treasury Sixes, (2 years)-163;
1.874 U S February Coupons.153
200 United States Five-Twenties. 97
1 Boston and Maine Railroad.134;

Hie-

NAovster SALOON,

[Per steamship Europa. at Boston.]
22d ult, G B Blanchard, York, fra
EaMport. 23d. Hope. Haucock. tin New Y’ork; J W
Lovett. Crosby. Philadelphia
Ar 21st. C Davenport, Preble. New York; 24th,
Anglo Saxon. (s) Portland.
Eut for loading 21st. Laughing Water, Richards,
San Francisco; *2d. Webster, Norris. New York.
In the nver. outward bound, 24th, Hampden, McDonald. for Calcutta.
Adv 24th. Anglo Saxon, (s) for Portland Jan 29th;
Gov Laugdou. Stout*, for Boston 27th; Sea, Tobin,
fordo Feb 1; Webster. Norris, for New York 6th;
Isabella C Jones. Shaw, for Baltimore.
Ar at Loudon 24th, Sylvauus Blanchard. Meady,
New York.
Cld 23d, Southern Rights, Knowles, for Cardiff and I

M.

tF*Office open dailv (Sundavs excepted) from r
A. M. to 9 P.M. On Sundavs, from 8) to 9} A. M.

HATCH,

-AT

land.)
Ar 2d inst, bark Josie Nicholas. Nicholas, Wiscasset; brig Prentiss Hobbs. Ellis. Havana.
Sid 31st. brigs Geo Harris, French, for New York;
Waccamaw. Nichols. Boston; 3d lust, bark Sarah B
Hale, Crowtber. New York; brigs Young Republic,
Libby, do; Eudorus. Haskell. Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanza* Is: inst, bark Phileua, Hail, from
Portland.
Sid 1st, bark Linda, Hewett, New York.

WESTERN—Arrives at 12 40 and 7* P. M. Closes a t
7 45 A H and 180P.M.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1A0 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
EUROPE—Closes everv Saturday at 1.30 P. M.
CANADA-Arrivesat 1.60 P.M.' Close# at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS-Arriresabout 5 P M. Closes

1

.apply
office. No 93
A mywill
be

public

of

all kind, of Stamp, for ,al, at
rommercial afreet; and the

expected to use

date. (January 1. 1963.)

them

When .old in .urn, Ima than oar
required in Foetal Currency.
Orricl Houna—9 to U( A M ;

on

and after this

dollar, payment

3 to 4) P. M.
NATU'L J. MILLEK. Codec or

Jnnl3 dtf

Liverpool

Per ship Mary Ann. for Liverpool—119 bbls ashes.
81,078 lbs bacon, 28,486 lbs lard, 6880 lbs corn starch,
8158 bbls flour, 600 boxes herring.

09 TUB

State of Maine.
Amount of
Amount of

brigs

PORTLAND PONT OFFICE.

EXPORTS.

COHUITIOH

naMBMlt Immanre Company,
OF Si’KINliFIF.Lll, MASS.,
!for. 1, 1862—In conformity with the Laws of the

T.

■

--

'hnrrh.tirrapPalls.N.ff.

Door* open at ti o'clock. Leetavc to bogie ot 8.
Tickets admitting a fhmily both evening*. 31.00.
Ticket, edmitting one person both evening,, ill eeutc:
admitting one person one evening. 34 eente—to bo
had at Sanborn k Carter’s, and Coleswortby'e.
feblS

for do 6 davs.
Sid 25th. *chs Fischer, Anna Elizabeth, and Light
Boat, lor Frankfort.
Ar at do 21st ult,
Henry, Sparks, fra Havana;
Aiinon Rowell, Boyd, Portland; scbs Haunie Westbrook, Strout. do; Abby E Willard, Couley, Havana
aud Sierra Morena, (aud sailed same day for Port-

First Examination at office.#2<>
Each subsequent sittingat office.6
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 6 1
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 10 *
August 16, 1862.—tf

In this city. Feb. 3d, Miss Ellen K. Fab) an. aged
19 years 5 months.
In Lyman, Nov. 14th. of diptheria. Marv Grant,
aged 16 years; 27th, James L. Grant, aged ll years;
Dec 23d, Eli Graut. aged 6 years 3 mouths -children
of Alvin and >arah Graut.
lu Ellsworth, Jan. 25th. Joanna Moore, aged 63.
In Bueksport, Feb. 4th. of cousuinptiou, Enoch
Bernard, Esq., aged 59 years.

intellec******

inst, ship Ocean Ranger, Averill. N York;

hark sihimriu'k

his Room

DIED.

modern

A Scholarship iwaed by thte College will be good
throughout the “Chain”—time unlimited Call or
for Circular
tend
i
for Cork, sell Lynuftcld, Aivt'O, Csnleuw; 3d, WelBRYANT. ttTRATTON k WORTHINGTON.
come, Keed. Kov West.
tebSdAwljr
Cld 4th. bark Eventide. Partridge. Remedies, (or a
port north of ilatteras.)
At Cardenas 25th ult.(back date) bark W l) AnderS.
son, for New York 10 days; brig Geo Harris, Freucb,

■

him.

Sals

qf ffigk Slrrrt M K.t

of

! hare had eome knowledge of Rev. >Vm A Stew,
art and hi, lecture,. 1 eounder him a man ot
perfect
integrity, and hia lecture, interesting and In.tractiv,
to hi, hearer*.
A a.v a a Loan a
a,'
ttorrra.tr
Maiat.
I coacor In the above.
CkiaLuCkmi.
V. 8. Marshal

Portland.
Sid Slst. bark M J Colcord. for New York; brigs
Prentiss Hobbs. Ellis, Portland via Cardeusa; Crimt-a, llicbboru, do via Sagua; S Moore, Strout, for

1

House. Tuesday, Augus
12th, where be will attend to all wishing to consu I

Drvtistrt.

*ud,ou“hdoutl>

t® tM depth, vigor and beauty
tual and religious attainment;

Humphrey,

No. 13 IxtKitsationaL

0 P

Science,

AT MECHAHICS’ HALL,
Saturday and Monday ErrlagB,

Aspiuwall;

are

a

From Vicksburg and Memphis.
Cairo. III., Feb. 11.
Later informal ion shows that the Warn
Queen of the West did not damage the steamer Vicksburg,as re|Kirted.
It is supposed that
the latter's guards prevented the how of the
Queen reaching her hull.
Gen. Hurl hurt, at Memphis, has issued ail
order prohibiting the circulation of the Chicago Times iu his district.

use

Soldiers who over-tax the vole

may have the best medical and surgical treatmeu
the world affords. Advice Free.
CT Office *
Court street, BO8T0N. Hours from 10 A.M. to
P M
and 6 to .8 P. M
Mrs M.. who is thoroughly versed In the afflictiv
maladies of her sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patieuts furnished with board and exoerienc*
nurses.
<>cl3eod0tu

telligent

Attempt of

Officers and

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MR. W. A. STEWART

Genoa.
Ar at Catania Jan 9th. bark Edward Hill. Sylvceter, Constantinople lor New Yoff, to sail Both.
Sailed from Pernambuco 6th ult, bark Celestia,
Howe*, for New York.
Ar at Tnuidad Both alt. brig Gilmor Meredith,
Snow. St Thomas; 27th. Mary. Gibbs, fm
brig* W Mason. Hatch. New York; Ashler.1 hestrup,
Portland: Altavela. Reed, Santa Cruz; Lucy Heywood. Stone. St Thomas; Tempest. Reed, do.
At Cietiftiego* 21st ult. barks M B Stetson. Jordan,
supposed lor Boston or Portland.Idg; brigs Madeira,
Morton, tin Barbadoes. to load for Boston; Ortolan.
Lord, disg; Marv Capen. Johnson, wtg
Ar 30th. brig rfion Bradbury. Miller. New York.
Ar at St Jago 20th alt, bark Liada Stewart. Per*
kins, Now York; 27tb, bng Emily Fisher, Staples,
from do.
Ar at Havana 31st ult. ship Dolphin.
New York; brig J Hatha way.Townsend. New York.
Ar 1st iu*t. brigs Marv Alvina. Antes.tm Portland ;
Lincoln Webb, Uoyd. Rath; 5th, ship Brazil.Weeks,
Glasgow ; barks Courser, Grithn. New Orleans; Villafranca. lliil, Pensacola; brigs Mechanic, Marstou,

sure t

Diseases of Use Urinary Orgnas.
IF* J C. Mott, M. D., Operating and Consaltinj
Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to Di*
eases of the C unary and Oenital Organs, and Femal
Com plaints of all kinds, and the more obscure die
eases of the Pelvic Vicera. as Piles, Ruptures.
Hydro
cele, Varicocele. Fistula. Early decline of Manbood
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improve
metits in the cure of Disease, made in this countr;
or Europe, aud spares no ex petite that his patient

UUIWI3.

lt*12 lie frequently heard
lirillsli officers say that our great
successes in the encounters between the smaller vessels was owing to the great number of
officers we had in our vessels, and the small
number they had iu theirs. They seldom had
more lhau three or four, and when these were
killed or wounded, the men had no one to lead
them. This was the case recently in the utfair
of the Harriet Lane.
It Is stated that she
was surrendered by a master's male, and,
pertile
admiral
the
same was the case
adds,
haps,
in regard to the Hatteras. He urgently shows
the ini|>ortaiicc of providing trained naval oftlcers, and in this he has the hearty co-operation of the Secretary of the Navy.

Be

exposed to sudden changes, should bar
hem. Sold everywhere at 26 cents per box.
Jan21 d&wStn
and

--

wiuu <-i

Nprakkrs and 81RGERS should

Military

No Apprehensions Felt for the Safety of the
Brooklyn—Necessity for More Naval
Officers.
Washington, Feb. 12.
No apprehensions whatever are eiiteriaiued
here u» to the safety of the Brooklyn.
Hear Admiral Farragut, in a letter to the
Secretary of the Navy, lays great stress upon
me

FOR
PAItP
New York.. Jan 2H
Btn».Liverpool.-New York
Jan 2s
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland.
Jan 29
Aria .Liverpool.New York
Jan 81
*
Enuda.Liverpool.Boston.Feb 7
York.
Feb 11
#
* ,m,a
.Liverpool.New York .Feb 14
i
York...Feb
26
New

guard against worthless imitations. Obtaim onl;
the genuine Brown’s Bronchial Troches which hav
prored their efficacy by a test of many years. Pc*

-TO THE-

EVENIMti

NEW

PROM

—

zena, Ac barley, dried apples, bottled eider,
cranberry preserves with other preserves or
jellies. haiulkerrhiefs always needed in lart/e
quantities, made from old dresses, better colored than while, towels, stockings, woolen under clothing. This perhaps w ill do for a list,
at presen', but in this cause, no
apology is
needed; I toee to beg for our suffering men

the tattered remnant of the beautiful silken
banner presented to the regiment ere it left

Vaughn, L,

111.11-

sent to

battle worn

Malvern Hill, 2d Bull Run,

Ilia,

BY TELEGRAPH

“old and

preservation the
flag” of tbe regiment.

Swamp, Charles City

^ ll^fi

rayrmif

use.

the Governor for

1st Lieut. Zenas

I'rp|iri,

12,1803.

To the Editors of the Press :
Col. Lakeman, of the 3d Maine, has

White Oak

just such

pickles

UIW »

(

PTE A M KB

Borussia.Southampton

MARINE

no

vengeauce.

Letter from the Mate Capital.

the

and

Near Falmouth, Va., Jan.28th. 1893.
Miss Fox: Some two or three weeks since
a letter was received from
you, giving information that a barrel of Hospital supplies had
been forwarded to us through you, as Secretary of the Maine C. H. Association. A reply
to it was delayed until its
reception by us, at
this place. It is now about a week since its
contents were unpacked, aud it gives me pleasure to inform you that the articles
were iu
excellent condition, nothing broken or in-

Here Is a direct

Augusta,

suitably packed

the

Pasted to be enacted.—Act to incorporate the
Rockland and Thomaston Gas Light Co.
A message was received from the Governor,

some

ing

incorporating

in Concurrence.—Act

the Kennebec
line.

a

of his warmest
we

relating to

on

tals

Camp Hospiof the Maine Kegiments.can do so by sendthe sick in the

needed, and I have

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Crane of Hallo well.
Papers from the House were disposed

a

tender hearted. The labors of Mrs. Eaton and
Mrs. Fogg are valuable beyond all estimation.
Persons who may desire to cooperate with

The contents were

Adjourned.

reported

soldiers need in their sickness, anil that such
things can be forwarded to them safely and administered to them faithfully, by the true and

relieving

|

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Sir:—Tin' Kith Sect, of the Tariff Act of
the 14th July, 18(52. provides:
BavHria.Southampton.New
That from and after the passage of this
act, in estimating the allowance for tare on all
llaminouia.Southampton.
TO DEPART.
chests, boxes, cases, casks, bags, or other eu- I
..New York Bremen.Feb 14
velope or covering ol all articles imported lia- Bohemian.Portland..
..Liverpool.Feb 14
ble to pay any duty, where the original inFeb M
Boston.Liverpool
voice is produced at the time of making entry 1 ”tna •:. -New
York Liverpool.Feb 21
B«nis«l»
New
York
Krb21
ll.mhurrt
thereof, and the tare shall be specified therein, i
AdrIo SaxonFortUnd
it shall he lawful for tlte collector, if he shall
Liverpool..Feb 21
25
Liverpool.Feb
A*J*.._..2!]rJork
see lit, or for the collector and naval officer,
Mill. ar. forwarded by every .teamer in the nan
lar lines. The steamers for or from
if such officer there be, if they shall see lit,
Liverpool calf a
the
Canadian line, which call a
Queenstown, except
with tin; consent of the consignees, to estimate
Londonderry.
the said tare according to such invoice; hut
in all other cases the real tare shall lie allowed,
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
and may he ascertained under such regulaFriday..February 13.
tions as the Secretary of the Treasury may
Sun rises.7. 0 1 High water,(A. M)...
%
from time to time prescribe, but in no case
Sun set*.6.30 | Length of day*.10.27
shall there be any allowance for draff.”
The execution of the foregoing provision
will be governed by the following regulations:
In all cases where the original invoice is produced at the time of making the entry thereof,
PORT OF PORTLAND.
with tlie tare spccilied therein, the collector,or
collector and naval officer, if such officer there
Thursday,.February ft.
bo, may, in his or (heir discretion, and with
ARRIVED.
the coDsent of the consignees, estimate the
Sch Quail. Morton, New York.
Sch S A Appleton. Salisbury. Portsmouth.
tare according to the Invoice; otherwise the
Sch Tyro, Carlow, Boston for Bath.
real tare is to he allowed.
Sch Forest Queen. Sylvester, Belfast for Boston.
The schedule of Tares annexed is the tare
Steamer Montreal. Prince, Boston.
to be allowed in all cases where the invoice
CLEARED.
tare is not adopted as hereinbefore prescribe d
Ship Mary Ann, (Br) Pritchard, for Liverpool, by
Boyd A Co.
Provided, That the collector shall have the Freer.
Sch Fanny, Maloney. St Andrews NB. by master.
right at any time to test the tare on any imporSell Jerualia Baker, Barberick, Boston, by W New*
tation where, In his opinion, the real tare may
hall.
vary from the tare on the schedule annexed.
DISASTERS.
Should any consignee or importer enter a
Bark Jane Q Storer, before reported wrecked on
protest in due form of law against the enforcethe coast of Ireland, was driven on Jordau’s Bank in
ment of any one or more of the litres as herein
the great gale 21st. Two of the crew were drown*
set forth, the collector will in all such cases
ed. Part or her deck was thrown ashore at Water*
loo, and her cargo is strewed along the Booth shore.
adopt the real tare, to be ascertained in the Three
masts and a broken boat, supposed to have beusual manner.
liespecltully,
longed to her, have drifted un the river.
S. P. Chase,
The Boston Sub-marine Wrecking Co, while endeavoring to find tIk* wreck of sch fcben Sawyer, ftn
Secretary of the Treasury.
New Bedford for New York, recently sunk at Watch
SCHEDULE OF TARES PRESCRIBED FUR THE OOVEKSHill reef, have discovered the remains of three disMEXT OF THE COLLECTORS OF CUSTOMS AMD OTH- (
tinct old wrecks, lyiug in 42 feet of water and about
ERS ISTKUKSTKD.
fitly feet apart from each other. One of these is the
AlmonAt—Bales 2) per cent, bags 2 per cent, frails
US'sch Revenge, wrecked more than fifty years ago,
8 per cent.
the c«»p|HT still remaining ou her bottom. Another
Vhretr—10 per cent for casks or tubs.
is a vessel wrecked eleven rears since, laden with oil
t'attia—8 per cent tor mats.
carpetings and cotton goods. Several bales of striped
fegfe, Rio—1 per cent, single bags; 2 per cent,
shirtings were discovered, mostly iu a sound state.
double bags; all other ( offer* actual tan*,
A third is the wreck of a very large vessel, her timriss/imes—ti per cent, bale*.
bers measuring about fourteen inches square.
There
(Yjcoa—2 per cent, bags; 8
ceroons.
nwins iu iw iiu muw it-ujfi- 111 me iiriKiuniniuiHi ui Iik*
cent,
per
f 'oppentt -10
low of this vessel
The wreck of the Kben Sawyer
per cell!, casks.
’urrantt—Hi per cent, casks.
was discovered near by and her cargo of metal and
oil is beiug recovered. The operators receive half the
lirmpt—Manilla, 4 oouuds to each bale; Hamburg,
Leghorn, Trieste. 6 pounds each hale.
proceeds.
Jntliffo—10 per cent for eeroous.
Mriatln—H tier cent.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
-Voi/s—2 per ceut, hags; 8 per cent, casks.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 1st inst. ships Constitution,
and L L St urge**, from New York.
iVAre—Dry, in casks. 8 per cent; in oil, in casks,
12 per cent.
Adv 1st inst. ship Continental, for New York with
i'rpprr—2 per cent, bags; 4 per cent, double bags
dispatch; bark Pathfinder, lor do do.
/‘imrnto—2 per ceut, bags.
BALTIMORE-Ar 9th. bark Hadley, Mayo, from
Rat tint 26 per cent, boxes; 27 per cent. 1 boxes;
Boston ; schs Ada Frances, Coombs. Newborn NC;
28 percent, { boxee; 4 per cent, frails; 12 per cent,
1 C Hertz. Spoflbrd. Alexandria; Juno. Small, from
casks.
Washington.
*i.e-2 per cent. bag*.
Cld 9tn, bark Lapwing. Kean. Rio Janeiro; brig
ap>tntnn urorH-m casks, ary, iu per cent; casks
Cemantha Hopkins, Hamor. Havana.
Id oil, 12 per cent.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 9th. mb Caiista, Pay son,
Portland.
Sugar—12} per cent, hogsheads; 12 per cent, tierces ; 10 per cent, barrels; 14 per ceat, boxes; 2 pel
Cld 10th, brig John Pierce, Norton, Cardenas.
cent, bags; 2} per cent, mats.
Off the Ledge Light, bark Frank, for Loudon; off
SoU-Fiuo, iu sacks,3 pounds for each sack; coarse
the John Huov. ship Cresent Citv. for Sau Francisco.
or ground alum. 2 pounds each.
NEW YORk-Ar 10th. schs Willie G. Thompson,
from Boston for Philadelphia; S Tattle, Rich, from
Teas—Duty to be levied on the net number o!
Provincetown.
pounds, as per invoice, when from China or Japan
all others, actual tare by weight.
Also ar 10th, bark B Fonntain. Keller. Cardenas.
Tobacco— Leaf, in bales, tare 10 pounds each bale;
Ar 11th. bark Anna M, from Trieste; brigs Lanzabales with extra covers, 12 pounds each.
rotte. fm Africa; J It Nevins. fra Tnuidad; A Hopkins. fui Vera Cruz; Crawford, fm Kingston, Jam;
Whiting—10 per cent, in casks.
Loch Lomond, fm Havana.
Cld loth, schs Daul York. (Br) for Port an Prince;
Wm
Wilson. Ryan, New Orleans
Caution.
Ar lith, bark Maratal, Gritfln, Port
Spain; brig
Portland, Feb. 6,1863.
lauzaroUc, llarriman, from Parahaiba, Brazil; sch
George, Curtis, Kennebunk.
As cofffee* and spices of an inferior qualitj
( Id 11th, ship J Montgomery. Hamilton. Boston;
have been offered in the market purporting tc
barks Harinou. Buckley. Lisbon; Magdalena. Day.
coine from L. J. Hill, & Co., this is to givt
Aspinwall; John Curtis, Mustard, for Philadelphia;
notice that ail goods put up at the Eagle Cofbrigs F J king, Doane, tor Maracaibo; C C Billings,
Sherman, Philadelphia.
fee and Spice Mill*, Portland, have the nanx
[By tel.] Ar 13th. bark Caeeo. from Trinidad; brig
of the firm printed or stenciled upon them
Atlantic, from Barbadoes; sch W A GrifBu, from
None others are genuine. The popularity o
Greuada.
Ar 12th. bark M J Colcord. Colcord, Havana; brig
our goods, and the ready sale for them in thi
Kentucky, Carver, Bueno# Ayres; seh E Clowon, fm
market, has tempted some to offer a spurious
Mavagu**z.
article in our name. We have secured tlx
Also ar. bark II H Hill, from Rio Janeiro.
NEWPORT—Ar loth, brig Hoaraer. (of ( astine) fra
right for the whole State of Maine, of I*and
Boston
tor Philadelphia: sch Hornet, Butler, do for
strom’s Patent Soap Stone Roaster, whlcl
New York; Rio del Norte, Andrews, from Portland
saves the oils of coffees, giving
them great*?
do
for
BOSTON—Ar 11th, bark Warren White, Phillips,
strength and a liner flavor than can be pro
W Coast Africa.
duced in an iron roaster.
We thank oui
Cld 11th, sch* Senator, Brown, for Stamford Core;
friends for their generous patronage, and in
Erie. Elliot. Calais.
tend to look after their interests by guardluj
Ar 12th, bark Acacia. Pinkham, Mansanilln.
them against imposition,and shall he happy t*
Sid 11th. bark Starlight; brig J hick mo re.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 7th. schs 8 K Hart, Lnrvey,
answer all orders promptly with which the?
Frankfort for Boston; Nile. Marshall, Boston.
L. J. Hill, A Co.
may favor us.
Ar9tb. schs Caroline Knight, Wiieou. Lnbec for
feb7—dl w*
New York: Tyro, Carlow. Boston lor Bath; Maria
Lunt. Boynton. Portland tor New York.
Ar 10th. sch Nile, Ellis, New York for Danvers.
NEW Bl'K YPORT—Sid 11th, brig Harriet. SedgeSPECIAL NOTICES.
ly. Portland.
ROC KLAND— Ar «tb. schs Chatlie k Willie, from
Ik-ltaet for Fortress Moure?: 7th. Shenandoah, Nash,
A Coooh, Cold, or ah Irritated Throat, i f
Bath; 9th, Sarah. Holden. New York.
allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonar;
Sid 4th, sehs Mary Brewer, Wood, for Baltimore;
aud Bronchial affcctious, oftentimes incurable.
L Guptill. tor Fort k’opham; 9th. Charlie k Willie,
Fortress Mouroe; 10th, Billow, Emery,
Pillebnry.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
for New York.
reach directly the affected parts and give almost in
staut relief. In Brokchitis, Asthma, and Ca
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Monrovia Dec 29th, ship M C Stevens, Focke,
takrh they are beneficial.
The good effects result
fm Baltimore, ar 26th.
from
the
use
of
the Troches, aud their extender
ing
At Antwerp 22d ult. ship E Bulkhy, Root, for

jured.

in the Senate.

rence,

Circular to Collectors of Custom* relating to Tare.

Treasury Department,
January 24, 18(53.

Educa-

on

Cram,

Mr.

Treasury

following letter to the Corresponding
Secretary of the Maine Camp Hospital Association, will interest the public, Inasmuch as it
shows what things our brave and suffering

forwarded.

tion, reported legislation inexpedient on the order relative to preventing School Agents from
acting as agents of publishers of school books.

the facts.

plaintiff himself put into the
a printed article of Mr. Clarke's in which he
said in express terms, referring to the very article alleged to be libellous, “I deem it proper
‘•to state that the facts as set forth, although

Committee

resolve, authorizing the Gov-

and Council to settle with the bondsmen

ernor

Letter from oar Worses In the Camp.
Tho

them in

Prison, reported

unequivocally to every material stateof the article complained of; and his
testimony showed that the statement pubmild

of in

The reports of the Indian Agents were ordered
to be priuted.

tified

more

disposed

were

concurrence.

ment

actually

Bishop Burgess

Rev.

of Gardiner.

put upon the stand, and tes-

lished in the Times was

PRESS.]

TO THE DAILY

SENATE.

per-

epithets upon the head of the
deft, for having so roughly handled his client.
Immediately after he was through, Mr. Gould
came to us, and while holding one of our
hands iu one of his, aud resting his other hand
upon our shoulder, apologised for the offensive
personalities of his colleague, expressed his
total disgust of such a proceedure, and assured us that we should hear nothing of the kind
from him. Of course we thanked him, and remarked that we bad never supposed, in discharging his duties as an attorney, he would
find it necessary to forget that he was a genfect torrent of

his

j BY TELEGRAPH.

libel.

alleged
poured

the animus of the writer of the
Mr. Smith was vituperative, and

execution

duct.

—to

opened for the pitf. on Baturo’clock, liy Jos. Smith-, Esq., of Wis-

case was

casset, who read the article alleged to he libelIons, and then from the tiles of the Times, prior and subsequent to the publication complained of, raked up and read every allusion
to Babson that he could find, in order to show

to

season

controlling

The

day, at

1st Diatrict State of Maine.

BOARDING.

A

three
GENTLEMAN and bit wile, or two ar
at MRS.
single geutlemen, caa obtain board
Block,Congress ftreet
3

PENNKLLrS,No. Appleton
References exchanged.
Portland, Feb. if, 1868.

dlw

MATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

the

defendant, they

tion of
An

Important

important

that tribunal for
of

a

Jackson in Command of the Rebels

Portland

a

buildings is variously estimated at from $80,000 to $100,000.
The lot in question fell to the ownership of
the late Stephen Neal, formerly of Elliot, as
one of the heirs of James Neal.
Stephen was
placed under guardianship in April, 1834, but
in September, 1834, the guardianship was removed by Judge Potter, then Judge of Probe te. After the removal of the guardianship,
the lot in question was purchased ol Neal by
Eben Steele, on speculation, July 10,1835, tor

a

;

The deed from Neal to Steele not having been
recorded, and Mrs. Steele being absent, so that
she

could not sign a deed from Steele to
Crocker, the former deed was withdrawn from
the Register's office, and a warrantee deed of
the lot made from Slepheu Neal to Crocker.
Mr. Steele divided the profits he had made on
the speculation, with Neal, and |>aid him $4000
for the lot, which was the sum named in the

Crocker

occu-

pled the lot in 1836-37 by hauling bricks on to |
it. Subsequently, April 28th, 1837, he sold
the lot to Samuel Cooiedge of Boston for
*8000. Cooiedge sold the lot, with another
piece of land in this city, to Wm. Savage of
Boston, May 15, 1840, for $7000. Savage sold
the lot in question Sept. 4, 1846, to Aivah
Libby and Thomas O’Brion for $4500. O'Brion
released his interest in one half of the premiies to Libby, which included the lot in dispute in this case. Libby conveyed one half
of what he owned to Eben Seavey Dec. 22,
1846, and Libby and Seavey then conveyed to
Sewall C. Chase a lot on Pine street, upon
which Chase erected a block of two brick

dwelling-houses. February 1,1849, S. C. Chase
conveyed one half in common of the lot and
block to Edward P. Chase, and on the same
day Sewall and Edward P. conveyed to Wiluaui

lor me

vuwe,

sum oi

vouuu,
being the premises deme 101

ana

brick building thereon,
manded by plaintiff in this case.
Stephen Neal died in December, 1836, leav-

ing

one

heir,

Mrs.

Lydia,

wife of Oliver Den-

Oliver Dennett died in December, 1851.
24,1858, M rs. Dennett released, by naked

nett.

July
quit claim, her interest in the Mellen lot to Edwin S. Hovcy, for which he gave his notes
on time for $20,000, with the understanding
that be was not to be called upon to pay any
portion of ihe same unless he recovered the

Within

premises.

commenced

were

a

week afterwards suits

against

the various holders

of the estate.
The claim of Mr.

Hovey

based upon
the assumption that, at the time of the sale by
Stephen Neal, in 1835, he was non compos
mentis, or afflicted with senile dementia, and,

therefore, incompetent

to

was

give

deed,

a

and

that the deed be gave to Crocker was void, or
voidable, against his heir, or any one claiming

through

or

under her.

In order to establish this

point

many witwho testified as to the

examined,
mind of Stephen

nesses were

state of

Neal in the years
and who were of opinion that he was

1834-36,

not ^ompetent to transact any business. His
manners and habits and sayings were gone
pretty thoroughly into to show that he did
not know what he was about, and was entirely unfit to negotiate even the smallest transactions.

shape

The testimony

of witnesses and

this

point in the
depositions was quite
on

voluminous. Drs. Harlow and Bates were examined upon the question of senile dementia,
and a

they
their

hypothetical question being put to them,
that, such facts being proved, in
opinion, they would be conclusive of an

answered

unsound mind.
On the other

Neal

was

hand, It

competent

to

was

contended that

transact

business,

that in the sale of this lot he got
for it. The testimony on these

pretty extensive.
nesses were

and

fair

price
points was

a

The opinions of these wit-

directly

in conflict with those for

the plaintiff, and it. seemed to be a question of
veracity between them. It was also contended by defendant’s counsel that, even if Stephen
Neal

of unsound mind at the time of exthe deed in 1835, still the sale of tills

was

ecuting

property through sundry mesne conveyances
to the present owners, for a valuable consideration, without netice of any defect in the title,
was valid, and the plaintiff could not recover.
The case was

ably argued by Mr. Rand for
the defendant, and by Mr. Woodman for the
plaintiff. No one could say that either of
them had not done justice to their clients.
Mr. Rand occupied three hours and a half in
his argument, and Mr. Woodman nine hours
ana tnree quarters id bis.
Better specimens
of forensic eloquence have seldom been beard

1857

repairs upon said vessel. He claims
repairs were made in a home port,
that he is not liable lor any portion ol the

of the

tlie sum of $2800. Steele sold the lot to Samuel E. Crocker July 27th, 1835, for $5000.

deed from Neal to Crocker.

for his

upon said vessel,
Defendant denied his liability for any

$310.51.
that the
and

under this form of action.

same

After the

testimony was out, the case was taken from the
and continued on report.
Evans & Putnam.
Sbepley & Dana.

jury

No. 28f>.—Lydia A. Palmer v. Richard Gage.
Action of the case, for allowing John Gunnison to escape after defendant had received
orders as a Deputy Sheriff, to arrest said Gunnison.
Gunnison it is alleged had defrauded
plaintiff out of $100 by purchasing of her a
lot of land and paying for it in two shares of
Railroad Switch Stock, which were worthless.
An action was brought against him, and the
officer was directed to take the body, as he
The officer arwas about leaving the city.
rested him, and took a bond which it was alleged was approved by the counsel for plaintiff.
Defendant denies all the allegations in plaintiff’s writ. Not finished.
^.1. C. Woodman. N. S. & F. J. Littlefield.

School Examination.—The annual

Wilson of Mo.

Schools of our

wvu

Boys High

School.

instrumental music

grades of classes iu the
The exercises in vocal and
to

serve

diversify

the reci-

tation

pleasantly as well on examination days
during the ordinary routine of school sessions. To-day the Park, Centre, Congress and
Frankliu Street Grammar Schools for Boys
will be examined, and the Intermediate School
for Boys to-morrow (Saturday).
And on
Monday next the several Primary Schools will
as

be examined

as

follows;

In the forenoon Nos.

a

given.

a

has designated the following
streets for persons to coast upon, viz:

Correspondence

Fore street, from the Promenade to Sumner
street; Oxford from Washington; Fox trmn
Washington; Anderson from Cumberland;
Wllinol (rotn Oxford; Elm from Oxford:
Grove from Congress; Daulorih from Vaughan
to the bridge; Clark from Danfortii; Pleasant
from High to South; Cotton from Fore to

evidence the effect of It upon this
In

regard to

the

case.

of the experts, he
remarked that It amounted to but little, unless all the facts upon which it Is based arc

opinion

clearly established. The questions propounded to these experts included such evidence as
the plaintiff only had offered. II it had been
presented to them after the defendant had put
In his evidence, then they would have had the
whole.
If Stephen Neal had sufficient capacity to
act, but was of weak mind, of which advantage was taken, and a fraud was committed
upon him, then his deed could be avoided in
the grautee. But if the conveyance was made
by the grantee to a third party, for a valuable
consideration, ignorant of those facts or of
such facts as would naturally put him on his
guard, it would lie valid and

binding.
The first question for the jury to settle was,
“Did Stephen Neal possess legal competenry
to act at the time he made his conveyance ?’’
If the jury find he did possess this

competency,

then there is au end to plaintilTs case. But if
they find he was not competent, then they

will consider the second question:—“Did the
defendant purchase the lot for a valuable consideration, without notice, and under circum-

stances which did not, naturally, put him on
his guard f” If the jury find that he did so,
then there is an end to the case.
If the Jury found both questions adverse to

French and

veil....,

on

the Subject

ii

—

.......1_

is now in a

of

to-day sent to the Senate
following dispatches:
To the. Prenident of the United Staten:
The President

the

The Secretary of State, to whom was referred the resolution of the Senate of the 10th
inst, requesting the President, if not in his
judgment incompatible with the public interests, to lay liefore the Senate any correspondence which has taken place between this
government and the government of France
on the subject of mediation, or other measures
looking to the examination of the existing
civil war, has the honor to lay before the
President a copy of the correspondence railed
for by said resolution, which is respectfully
submitted.
Wm. II. Seward.
(Signed)

correspondence is very long, and it
shape by telegraph, some
portions of it being without any sense. We
therefore omit it this morning.
The first letter is from M. Drouyn de
L’Huys, French Minister of Foreign Affairs,
The

comes

in rather bad

rF“We are pleased to learn that Mr. Pickering, principal of Park street grammar school, to M. Mercier, the French Minister at Washi ington, dated Paris, Jan. 9,1868, recommendis improving in health, and that the
prospects
of his entire recovery are most favorable.
ing a negotiation between the two belligerent
I powers.
The next is

apostate Yankee
makes the most cruel negro driver on a
plantation. Northern men in the South show the
most zeal for secession.
Albert Pike, a recrean

to

a

Opening of the Nova

New

Scotia

Missouri
Legislature for the Eleotion of U. 8.
Senators.
Jefferson Citt, Mo., Feb. 12.
The Joint session of the Legislature for the
election of Uniteu State* Senators adjourned
vestepday until the 12th of Nov. The doth
ballot resnlted as follows: Phelps 47. Winpftc
31, Brown 29, Breckenridge 28, scattering 6;
necessary for a choice 71.

GOVERNOR’S

MESSAGE.

Halifax, N. S., Feb. 12.
The Nova Scotia Legislature opened to-day.
The Governor's speech is lengthy, and exmost ultra in the enunciation pf secession I presses gratitude that while neighboring States
are impoverished
by civil war, and Europe
sympathy, and of doubtful patriotism. The threatened
with destitution, peace reigns, capBelfast Journal and Augusta Age leave the
ital increasing, the Industrious have employSaco Democrat and Machine Union far in the
ment, and the humblest class fond. He congratulates the country for its healthy combackground.
merce, Imuntiful harvests, successful fishery,
The following “impromptu on reading
expanding of coal trade, fair results of gold
mining, and increasing revenue. He alludes
the proceedings of Monday evening's City
to the enrollment of the militia and the LonCouncil,” has been handed us for publication
don exhibition; he refers to the inter-colonial
in the Press:
railway, and invites a common measure to secure the
l or a Ward Common Councilman without or with
completion of the great enterprise.
He promises measures for the encouragemeut
hate,
Toceugure a Senator, for "words
in debate,"
of emigration. The session promises to be
spoken
Seems to us—u»iug words that
may smell of tbo
long and stormy.
shop—
Archibald Patterson has been appointed a
"A our of mtU-prartior" w hich the M. D.'o should
stopmember of the Legislative Council.

|

ffif

WILL OIVR a

B

er,A«1uwb0;"AVANA
B‘

GRAND

Firemen’s, Military

unsurpassed

Wrw Cardenas Iflolum*
K rR? I A '“Pfrior article,
landing from
244
At**** aoTrea.,
Brig Billow.
6 Bbl-.jJj
For sale bv
CHASE, BROTHERS & CO.,
feb- n

taining patent*.
All

necessity

of

a

Journey

to

Washington,

to pro-

patent, and the usual great delay there,

cure a

are

TK1TI X O B I 1 LS.
‘•I regard Mr Eddy as one of the most
capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had ofB-

CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
hesitation in assuring Inventors that
they
employ a person more competent and
trustirorthy. and more capable of putting their application- in a form to secure for them an early and
"I have

no
cannot

fkvorable consideration at the Patent Office.”

EDMUND HURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN
applications, on all but otig of which patents havebeen
granted, and that is note pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and
ability on his part
leads me to

recommend all inventors to apply to him
to procure tlieir
patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
www, iuu

wry

rtwuuBme

cnarge*

JOHN TAGGART.
On ring right moatha, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on I mice rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVER YON E ofwhich
waa decided in kit favor,
bjr the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.

jaaSeodly

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
51 Wall

S|.,(cor.

of

Company,

14 76
Lard— active and firmer, sales 4350 bbls, 100 kegs,
at lOj for kegs and 1"] ag 111 for barrels.
and excited; sales 6000 barrels at
54 3 58.
{Sugars—dull; sales 25 hhds New Orleans at 11.
a

Naval Stores—nominal.
Freights to Liverpool—dull; floor Is
fid.

10]d; grain

6

Stock Market.
New York, Feb. 12.
Second Board Stocks dull.
96J
&
Rock
I*iand.
Chicago
Cleveland k Toledo,. 8M

Chicago,.92]

74
Erie
New York Central.118
Pacific Mail..162
American Gold, .1M1
I’v't

coupons.

wi

United State* 6*» 1881

registered,.

94*

T.*casury 7

8-10ths.1<*2|
65}

United States demand notes.1621
Missouri 6’s.
Illinois Central Bouds,.123

Asw*te,

Seven Million Dollars,

over

VIZ:—
United State* and State of New York
Stock. City, Bank and other Stock*, 32.626.960 68
Loan* ftecured bv .Stock*.andotherwi*e, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Bond* and Mortgage*.
233,790 00
Dividend* on Stock*. Interest on Bonds
and Mortgage* and other Loan*,*undry
Note*, re-in*urancc and other claim's
due the Company, e«timated at
122.8*8 63
Premium Note* and Bill* Receivable,
2.464.1*2 86
Cash iu Hank,
237.402 20

37.130.794 64
UT The whole Profit* of the Company revert to
the amurbd, and are divided annually,
upon the
Premium* terminated daring the year, and for which
Certificate*are issued,

bearing

interest. until

rwphysician has discovered
that the nightmare, in tune cases out of ten, is
occasioned by owing the printer.
C3^*The liangor Whig says it is expected
the new steamer Harvest Moon will be pul
aud the Pe-

city

Stoves fob Canada.—An article is go-

ing the rounds of our exchange papers, slating that, under the reciprocity treaty with
Canada, stoves made in Canada can he imported free from duty. This is not so; but stores
and stove plates are liable to a duty of one
and one quarter cents per pound, when imported from Canada or any foreign country.
RETIRE OF THE

Dividend Jan. 27th, 186:), 40 per ct.
itaued.

were

amount to

Additional from 1st

January, 1863,

January, 1862, to 1st

312,753,739
1.740,000

T'»tal profit# for 30} years,
«».498.780
The Certificate* previous to 1861, have
been redeemed by cash,
10,278,630

TRU8TEES.
John D. Jones,
Charle* Dennis,
W. H. II. Moore,
Tbo*. Ti lest on,
Henry Coit,

W.C.Pickersgill,

A. P. Pillot,
Jo*, (taillard, Jr.,
Lerov M. Wiley, J. Henr Burgy,

Dan'IS. Miller, CorneliusOrinnel),

S. T. Nicoll.
C. A Hand.
Joeh’a J.Ilenry, Watt* Sherman,
<»eo.l>.Hobson, E. E. Morgan,
David Laue,
B. .1. Howland,

Lewis Curtis.
Cha*. U Russell. Jame* Bryce,
Benj Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook. Wm Sturgis,Jr., Fletcher Westrav,
P. A. Hargous,
11. K. Bogert,
R. B. Mitturn Jr
A. A. Low.
(i. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gan*.
Roval Phi Ip*,
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chauucey,
Caleb Bar*tow. Denni* Perkins, Jame* Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President.
W. H. II. MOORE. 2d Vice Pres t.

cash, 8150,000

in

44
44

868,384 36
Stock,
•*

«

Eagle

44

Mechanic*

Weyboaaet

What Cheer

•*

44

Corporation

Amount of bills receivable,
Amouut of cash on baud,
Ain’t of cash in the hands ot
Mutual Ins. Co. Scrip.

agent

LIABILITIES

600 0u
21,509 32
31.048 06
18.651 02
1.U52 60
45.184 58

13,83*08

S2«».ar»2 86
17,038 48
3.371 35
and others, 9.881 78
25 80

8230,670 27

*

Amonnt of Marine risk* outstanding,
8446,731 00
Amount of Premiums thereon,
18.982 71
Amount of Eire Risk*outstanding,
6,52 *.243 00
Amount of Premiums thereon.
66,346 53
Amount of loans, borrowed money and
bank discount*.
5,764 20
Amount of other liabilities, including
Dividends unpaid.
8.948 70
16.000 00
Largest amouut insured ou any one risk,
A. O. PECK, Presideut.
W. HUMPHREY, Secretary.

Island and Providence Plantations.
of
Providbncb, as.—In the City of Providence this
8th day of January. A. I*. l*63.'i»er*oually
appeared
Allen O. Peck, President,aud Walker Humphry,Secretary of the above uamed C ompany, aud severally
State

Rhode

made oath that the above statement
them sub*
scribed, is, in their best knowledge ami belief true,
aud that the amount of capital actually paid iu in
cash, and invested exclusive of any obligations of
the stockholders of any description, amouut to the
sum of oue hundred thousand dollars.
JOHN WILSON SMITH, Public Notary.
fP“Marine aud Eire Risks insured at fair terms.

by

OFFICE

...

HEAD OF LONG

JOHN W.

No. 166 Fore Street,
WHARF, PORTLAND.

MUNGER-Agent.
jau28 eodSw

*

«n»s*» Seed and Hew Been

ft*

fll
HALL,

300

>w

HERDS

Meaa BEER,
W. H. SHAW A SON.
96 Commercial

bT

|Po„r"‘,e

Jan9

GRASS
Stroot.

Flonr, Floor.
BIST BRANDS of Weatera and Canada
THE
I amity FLOL’H
always be found 171
271 CO>
Cow-

Arrangements have l**en made with Curtiafc Woodbury. Costumers, of Boston, to furnish any number
of “Character Dukssks.” both male and female,

cau

gross street,

at

fair

At

place

7
• fK

at

prices-for sale by

L

Portland. Dec 10. lStaW,LL,A,‘

and it is hoped that all who attend will secure a FanDress. The price* for dresses will
cy 00
range from
•1
upwards. Due notice will be given of the time
and
for letting the dresses.
It is also honed that the MILITAR Y ANn FfRF.
May will be well represented.
All those wishing for a Fancy Dress will please
leave their names with the Managers at as early a
date as possible.
No Masks will be worn in t' e Hall.

Wholesale

••

w H Phillifb,
Capt C H. Kice,
M McCarthy.
Wh K. Rhode*.

W^i8.0“!

Extrm Mealing Cora.
lv,EL‘S
Bb,,,• »*©»• RIM* Flour.

160 Bbls. Arcade
60
< *hica>aw
"
66
Augusta
"
60
I* tiH>u
200.000 feet Pine Shipping Boards.
26,OiO " .spruce Plank.
(
60.000
1*1 ne Boards.
12>>.000 line Clapboard*—planed.

Xaiagen.

«*
«<
««

lieap

30.000 Spruce Clapboards.
100.000 Extra Cedar bhingka.

TICKETS I) 60. to bp had oklt of the Minftipn.
no Ticket! .old at the door.
EF'TieketA limited to the capacity of the IIAlt
Gallery Ticket! 60 cent.—for .ale it R. L Robin•on’(.under Lancuter Hall. No ticket* transferable.
Mt'S/C—CII AXDLER B POLL ORCHESTRAL BaKD.
CVOauciii* to commence at 8* o'clock,
fi bs d2W

ci<>

By

PoBltlvely

f

At the head of
18*£.

Portland, Dec. lltb,

rosTia,

Union Wharf

FOR SALE & TO LET.
OMce

n. L. A. Lectures.
Eighth
THElivered
in

New

KB8B“2,000
Bbla. Western

*

Tuesday Evening, Feb. 17th, lwn.

J. H. Barbirick,
Frahk tj. Rich,
J. B Racelrpt,
C. U. Harris,

>>*KA* CO.

Janl4 edislm

GRAND FANCY DRISS

second

to

Let.

floor, Middle Street, cetitraflv situated
aw^ *• m°- »

cV aarof

Lecture of the Course will be de-

To be Let.

NEW CITY HALL.

AMBF.HS In the wnml rtory, over Store
M
> Middle *tre«t—Mitchell'*
Building Poueutow
given immediately. Inquire of
j*"2,f
A T. DOLE.

Cdl

Wednesday Evening:. Feb. 11,1MU,
-BT-

DU.

J.

O.

A Valuable Property on Free St.
FOR SALE.
SS A LOT OF LAND. 9* fact on Free .treat,
about 4000 square feet, with a block
Hitt containing
°f two

HOLLAND,

Alina ‘'Timothy Tilcomb.”
Subject—"F ▲bhiov.”

three-storied brick

thereon

numbered i5 and 77,
containing 21 rooms and atticconnected with Union Hail-s desirable location
for
a H>»ir,Ung Hnutt. or for two
private dwellings.
Time and payments to fait the
purchasers.

Evening Tickets 50 cents each—to be had at Paine’i
Music Store, the Bookstores, and at the door.
Doors open at 6. Lecture to commence at 71 o'clock.
Portland. Feb. 10, »8K3.
td

Particulars apply to DK THOMAS
nKa?.*
RES LIN, or
CilAKLES

H.
RUbSKY.

B

Mercantile

Library

feb2 d4w

Associ’on

MEW

CITY

KF.Tt.

TO

LECTURES.

Amodern bum BOISE. No 10 Dan forth
street, suitable for a genteel family-containing fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J. K. KINO, in rear of 30 DaaJbrtfc
8tfeet
dselOtf

a

HALL.

remaining Five Lectures of the present
course will be delivered by tlie
following distinguished Orators, via:
MASON JONES. Eaq .-January 28th

THE

CooperS Shop lo Let.
Commercial Street, head of Hobsoa’s Wharf
0s
"
Inquire of J. 11. HAMLEN.
Office

sep4tf

HEaNRY WARD BEEP HER-Thursday. Feb. 6th
Du. J. G.

HOLLAND—Wednesday,

Feb. Utb.

Hobson's Wharf.

on

TO LET.

JOHN B. GOUGH, Eaq., Tuesday. Feb. 17.
WENDELL PHILLIPS. Wednesday. Feb. 26th.

Floor,
of Middle and
THE ThirdEnquire
at 96 State Street.
corner

streets.

Chamber in
THE commodious
of the
brick block,
ner

Milk

I.

Spring
dies will
THE
For further

t

IT* Application* for warded and OPEN POLICIES
procured by

JOH.Y W.

IflUNCER,

No. 166 Fore 8t.. head of

Portland, Maine.

JN. W.

LUMSDON,

I'ommimion

(■enrral

»* nit*r

iv

nerchant,
ovreei|

GEORGETOWN,

D. C.

i-W Attention to the sale of PntJhtCf, p’lnur, Grain,
find (irnrral Merchnnttitr. Vessels chartered.freights
pri>cure<l. and basin*** generally attended to with
j!
promptness and dispatch.
Karans to—Leonard Cot ton. Esq Portsmouth. N.H.
I. F. Williams, Hampton, N. H.
fcb2 d3m

Railway Chains and Track Irons.

THE

supply

Session of this School for Young LaThursday. Feb 19th.

62 Free Street.

FURNISHING

UNDERTAKER

Exchange Street, Portland,
rear of 411 Congreee Street,
keeps conon hand all the various kind, of

KMfJ.Dc,

stantly

COFFINS

AND

Now in

CASKETS,
Use,

And will muke
order
of this kind that
may be orderea, «t short notice, from the cheapest to
the very best, ltv giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, liuing and trimming
of the above, I can furnish them cheaper thau any
one else
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug.6.1M2.
o

W A MTS....LO S T.

ACADEB(t

— ...-

OrnciorTHi A C. S .U.8.A
I
“Fort Preble, Maine,” Feb.4th.lM3. i
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until Mouday. March 9th, 1863, at 12 M.,
for the
of fresh"beef to all the troops stationed at t lie fortifications in Portland Harbor, Maine,
for one year, or such time as the (V»n»»nMi»ary Grnerat shall direct. The beef to be of the best quality
iu Quarters, with an equal proportion of each (neck's
and shanks to be excluded). Each bid must hr accompanied by the names of two responsible persons
to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties lor the faithful
of the contract.
The A. C. S. reserves the right to reject any or all
bids for reas ns conceived by him of benefit to the
Government. All contracts'will be submitted to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals for furnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me.” Bidders are invited to be present at the opeuH EN R V IN MAN.
ing of the bids.
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry U. 8. A. A. C. S.
fcb7 dtd

SEALED

supply

performance

_

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE
STAMPS,
»OB ML! AT

THK

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In Merc Uinta' Bunk Building, Exchange St.
JauO dtl

L

AT NORTH BRIDG TON, MAINE.

Lmi

Spring Term of this Institution will com
meucc on Tuesday, Feb. 24tb, 18ti3. aud continm
eleven weeks.
C. K. Ililton.A M
Principal; Rev. Franklin Yea
ton. A. M., Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton
Teacher of Mu.-ic, Miss L. h. Gibbs, Teacher o,
Drawing and Painting.
The Trustee* of this institution are
happy to an
nouncc to the public that the services of the Rov
Franklin Yeaton have been secured for the Sprint
Term. Mr. Yeaton brings with him a nch expert
ence. and the well earned reputation of a successfu
teacher.
I! sufficient encouragement m offered. a Primar
Department will be formed under the supervision o r
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve yean o r
age w ill be admitted for #2 00 per term.
Board near the Academy #2.00 per week, wood act
lights extra. Students can reduce their expenses bj
boarding themselves.
attention given to those designing to teach
Text Books supplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS 11. MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan. 20, 1663.

THE

Fryeburg Academy.
Spring Term of this institution will
mence Wednesday, Feb 25, 1663. and will

THE
tinue eleven

weeks.
The Principal, Mr.

B. P.

qualifications.

Ntolra.
4 WHITE WOLF ROBE with black border u4
XV red fringe. Thv ftndrr will be suitably reward*
«1 by leaving tbe uw at
B»yd fc Huston'* loll,
Franklin Wharf.
DAVID BOTD
Portland. Feb 9. 1963.
feblO dlw

Wautiil Iminrdlatrly,

IN

#

WASTED.
had

haring
in connection with
The subMriber,
ence

WILLIAM PAINE,

Snow, A. M.. has higl

Deputy

assistants will be employed. Instruc
the Piauo and in vocal music will be given bj
au accomplished and
teacher.
Board, including wood, lights and wa-hiug, uiai
be had at #2 25 to #2 50
A limited number of rooms for students wishing t<
board themsel es.
For further particulars apply to the Principal.
D. B SEVVALL, Sec’v trustees.
feb6 dlwA w2w34
Fryebwrg. Feb. 3d, 1663.

jan29 d2w*

JOHN C. PROCTER
Real Estate and Merchaadiae

BROKER.

North Yarmouth Academy,

OFFICE

YARMOUTH, M S.

Term will

commeuce

Feb.

Sheriff,

STAN DISH, MAINE.

experienced

Spring
E.
THE
Hoyt, A. B.. Principal.
J. T.
A.
Associate.

considerable ex peri*
manufacturing, bat

without capita), withes to make arrangement* will
tome person
haring meant, to operate a mill—either
cotton or woolen—and share the profits. Can
glv#
best of refereuce at to character and abiiitv
Please address B WOODWARD. Box 117, South
Berwick. Maine. *
dec 18 eodlm

on

AT

or

rvrry town and village, an agent of dtbtf
sex to engage in a light and
profitable baeineaa
by which from 99 to 913 per week can be made. Person* having leirare
evening* can make from an cents
to 91 per evening. A sampl
with tall particular*
rent by mail to all who inclowr thrxk letter itutya
(» cent*) and addrr** I HA KI SS ELL h CO.,
frM illma vt*t34*
Hookiett. Jr. H.

com
con

Competent

tion

On Lime Street*

•

ty*Eu trance first Door north of the Post Office.

24th.

jan2u 3m

B.,

Mrs. E S. Hoyt.
Miss Esther Burbank, Teacher of Music.
W. J. I.illey, Teacher of Penmanship.
Hoard can be had with the Teachers.
A Teachers' Class will be formed.
JAMES BATES, Secretary.
Yarmouth. Feb. 7,1868.
fab9 deodA w2w&4

Preceptress

Csorhum

S. H. COLES WORTHY,
No. 013

a

great variety of

VALENTINES,
To suit the wauts of all.

Seminary.
From

THE

THE

to

Ludicrous I

Real Estate,
INVESTMENTS !

Seminary.

Spring Term of this Institution will
mence Wednesday, Feb. 25th.

Splrsdid

feb9—dlw

eleven weeks.
For farther particulars apply to the Principal oi
J A \V A TERM AN. Secretary.
Secretary.
fob9 d A w2w
iiorhani, Feb. 7, 1663.

Westbrook

Bdichange Street,

lias received

Spring Term of this Institution will c#tn
mence Tuesday, February 24,1863, and continue

anything

PROPOSAL* FOR BEEF.

our.

feblO 2w•

BRIDCiTON

Magrath.

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

office or

particulars address the Principal. No

appointed Agent for
Marine Railway and other Chains,

Spikes

at

fHitB

PRINCE, Principal.

been

the sale of
in the I'nitcd States and British North America,manntactured bv Ilk.MiY Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warrants to fit. These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its a* erage breaking strain to be
tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do wtdl to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Holts to match; also,
of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, aud of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels couftdent he can
the above articles on a* favorable terms a* can tw obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.
Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bxi>roRi». Mass.
janlO <>2 dlawly*

northerly oar*
of Liaseaal

To Let.

Jan31 d3awAw33

undersigned has

the

roraer

The large House on the corner of Mid
die and Willow Streets, recently ocea*
IIVI
pied by Mrs. C. A Richards ae a beard
Pomes*ion given immodE
ing house.
■■■■^Lately. For particulars enquire of
oc26tf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

imiTITL

Special

MARINE

new

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
dtf
Sept. 16,1M2.
No. 27 Exchange 8t.

Long Wharf,

fob9 lined llmeoriAw6i34

Jaalk

Streets, directly fheing the market. Rent

Enquire

3Ei>i’CATibx.ur3
■I ORE

Tempi

To Let.

remaining Lectures of the Course,
01.25 Evening Tickets, 50 cents. To be had at the
Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store, and at the door.
Portland, Jan. 28.1 *68.
jauto dtf
Tickets for the

No. Ill

INVESTMENTS.
1340 shares American Bank Stock,
**
"
Arcado
Blackstoi.eCanal Bank
Commercial

800 Bbls. TICKLED
HERRING.

commence

Comp'y,

On the 31*t day of December, 1862.
INCORPORATED.MAY, 1832.

24
840
60u
366
2)
900
187

£*tr»

_

Of Providence, R. I.,

Capital actually paid in,

L*r,e
”•
LWO
SUITABLE FOR CITY OR
COUNTRY TRADE

o’clock.

SLAT LANCASTER

HFKRI>«7

BOXES MAGDALEN,
anitabla for Weat India
natkti
-ALBO,-

b.

American Insurance

Amount of

feb6 eodtd

Vo

lt*gh A

E** B®*™ Extra Sealed.

TRAL BAND.

re-

The Profit* of the Company, ascertained
from the l*t of July, 1842! to the 1st of
January, 1862. for which Certificate*

»r

fobs <!3w

2 OOO

t-Jf1 nCKETS 91.00; Galleries 60 cents—mav be
obtained of the C ommittee of Arrangements, or J
D. Mitts, 112 Federal street.
•IfTS-S by CHANDLER’S FULL ORCHES8

Srw nsliiMn.
CROP “GLASSES,
Bri«W':S
*
Dt-marara. now landing, for
JOHN

*111PP I'M;

deemed.

An eminent

upon the route between this
nobscot early in the spring.

Nelson.

1863.

Insurance againHt Marine and Inland Navigation Kinks*.

—.

8UUI n *

Andrew

_

The Parliament met at Quebec at 3 o’clock
to-day. Alex. Campbell, of Kingston, was
unanimously elected Speaker of the Legislative Council.
The Governor’s speech will be
delivered to-morrow. Both Houses adjourned.

L piim

1(K)

itebvy

Floor Managers.
Capt. Leonard rennell,
1st Ass’t B. F. Nelson.
Sec v W m ilennessy,
John D. Mitts.
Win. Strong,
Augustus Picket.
Charles E. Carle.

Dancing to commence at

_NMW.WU.

HALL.

Committee of Arrangement*.
Capt. Leonard Pennell,
1st An t B. F. Nelson
m
John 1>. Mitts,
Heuueasy,
Win.yIP
Strong,
Augustus Picket.

William) New York,

January 27th,

**7dlw

-AT-

Carle,

JONES.

“RANGES by

__D6 For® Street.

Thursday Evening, Feb. 19th.lM3.
LANCASTER

W.

W*

feb-lw

and Civic
BALL!

'-has. L-

*A“AC ORANGES—a fine lot
•elHn* fur 30 centa par dont bt
-a Lao-

of

Meeting of the Canadian Parliament.
Monlheal, Feb. 12.

Leg-

islature.

tomahawk and

Douglas and Jameson papers in this State—
the Rockland Free Press excepted—are now

Adjournment of Joint Sesaion

letter from Mr. Seward to Mr.

Dayton, our Minister at the French Court,
dated Washington, Feb. 6, 1868.

Englander, could arm wild savages
scalp the playfellows of his
childhood, and his early schoolmates. The
object is to ward off suspicions ot unsoundness
by surplus works of iniquity. Upon
the same principle we suppose it is, the recent

ant

the Alabama
N ew You, Feb. 12.
The Hamburg bark
Maria Sophia, from
Cardiff, report* 2d inst., lat 20 29, Ion 67 40,
was Itoarded by a l«mt from a steam man-ofwar, who examined her papers. The description of the vessel answers to that of the Alabama
A Baltimore letter of the 11th hist, says
Capt. Thompson, of bark Agnes, reports spoke
3d inst., lat 33, Ion 72 15, brig Darien, 4>ound
to Portland, the captain of which informed
him that the Alabama had been captured.

Galena k

parts of the country, hail a conference with
the committee on Ways ami Means, and presented their reasons why the duty on paper
should be reduced.
It was stated before the
committee that it would cost 18 cents per
jtound to import paper with the duty all off.—
At the present duty of .'16 per cent., and exchange at 60 per cent., not one pound could be
imported; consequently no revenue could lie
obtained from this source until the duty was
reduced. There is no duty ou impoi ted rags.

ierce oi me
inin .Maine regi>-apt.
ment, arrived in this city yesterday direct
Irotn New Orleans, on his way to visit his
family at Rockland. He states Uiat the regi-

Washington.

—

Washington, Feb. 12.
A meeting of thopromiuent book and newswas
held yesterday in this
paper publishers
city. To-day a delegation Iroin them, consisting of Messrs. Kavmond, Appleton, Harper,

Now go it boys, but be careful.

It is said that

of tie.

Panama,.181
Harlem. 16
Hudson,. 94]

All persons found coasting upon any other
of the streets in the city, will he liable to a line
of not less than one nor more than ten dollars.

state

tilth

Whiskey-lower

of Medintion.

Commercial.

good

between the

American Governments

organization,
discipline, and the soldiers are
making a worthy unme for themselves,and are
to the jury
anxious to have an opportunity to display their
waa an able and impartial one,
occupying
about one hour and a half. He held that the ; courage. Capt. P. brings home any quantity
of secesli trophies of various kinds, which are
plaintiff had a right to purchase of Mrs. Denwell worth looking at.
nett, either by note or otherwise.
That plaintiff, to prevail, must impeach the
3yThe fancy dresses for the grand Fancy
deed, and must satisfy the jury that Neal had Dress Ball to come off next
Tuesday evening,
not “due intelligence to make a contract”—
have arrived in the city, and may be seen at
because If he had such a degree of underLancaster Hall. Ladies are requested to call
standing at the time, the deed is valid, and de- in the afternoon, and
gentlemen in the evefendant must prevail.
ning, for the purpose of inspecting them and
No degree of physical or mental disability,
making a selection.
which does not deprive him of legal compefine portrait of the late Chief Justice
tency to act, is sufficient to invalidate the deed.
Alter remarking upon what constitutes legal
Mellen has been placed in the library room of
the Cumberland bar. It was painted by the
competency to act, and the proof required
late (.'ha’-les O. Cole, and was purchased by
from the plaintiff to establish the want of this,
he left it lor the jury to determine from the
subscriptions Irom members of the bar.
In that Court
The charge of Judge Cutting

the

ColTee—dall.

Marshal

new

tietore

Reported Capture of

!

Conference of Publishers with the Committee on Ways and Means.

in tiik

meut, under its

tut:

FROM WASHINGTON.

Streets.—Pursuant to
the order ol the Mayor aud Aldermen, the

City

d^aiUM

Adjourned.

Portland audieoce.

Coasting

iuwu

catitnred

up.
Passage of the Illinois Peace Resolutions.
Mr. Cox moved to strike out the proviso
Springfield, III., Feb. 12.
prohibiting slavery. Lost.
The pence resolution* passed the House toThe bill then passed.
The Senate's amendment to the bill for the
day. The vote stood 52 to 28.
relief of citizens of Minnesota were concurred
in.
New York Market.
The Senate’s amendments to the bill to inNew York. Feb. 12.
demnify the President and others lor suspenCotton—firm; Mies 900 bale* at 92c for middling
sion of the writ of habeus corpus was taken
upland*
Flour—Mies 11,000bbls; State and Western 5 a l<*c
up.
higher; Superfine 8tate 6 66 a, 6 80; Extra 4* 7 00 @
Mr. Voorliees moved to adjourn. Lost.
7 36; Round Hoop Ohio 7 80 oj 7 60; Western 6 66 &
The House then went into a committee of
\ 7 60; Southern firmer, sales 12U0 bbls; Mixed to good
tlie Whole on the naval appropriation bill.
Me high740&780: Extra 8 0U & 1000; i anada 6
No further amendment* were made.
er, sale* 900 bbl*.
Wheat—firm, sales 98.000 bushels; Chicago spring
Another hill was laid aside to lie rvqiorted.
185: Milwaukee club 1 54 & 16U; Wmtar Red WesThe fortification bill was then taken up.
tern 1 »2 a I 67.
An amendment was made for (200,UOO for
Torn—lc better, Mies 92,000 bushels; Mixed Western 92 g 96
the fortifications of Washington.
Beef—quiet, sales 100 bbls; Country Mess 7 00 a,
The committee rose, and the nouse passed
9 00.
the hill on the fortifications of Washington.
Pork—active and firmer.sales 135) bbls; Mess 14 50

couple of lectures in tills city, on
the general subject of mental science. Mr.
Stewart comes very highly recommended, by
gentlemen of the highest social position and
of tbe most discriminating minds. He has recently delivered his lectures in the provinces
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, where
they were well received by appreciative audiences, and very highly complimented by the
press. We had the pleasure a year or two
siuce of listeuiog to one of Mr. Stewart's lectures in a neighboring city, and again last
winter in the Representatives Hall at
Augusta, and we take pleasure in commending him
to

uavu

The Mil providing for the temporary government of-and Washington was taken

in another column
It will be seen that Rev. W. A. Stewart is
deliver

nuum

officers

ccmtier, the ilnte of Jeff. Davis' proclamation,
could be immediately released.
All the sutlers' clerks and United States government employees confined in Richmond have been ie•
leased, and have arrived here.
The steamer Cononicu*, for Hilton Head,
has arrived here. She came in for a harbor on
account of the storm.

HOUSE.

By advertisement

to

Si

Adjourned.

1, 3,5, <1, 7, 12, 14; and in the afternoon, Nos.
2, 4, 8, U, 10, 11, 13. The examinations for admission to the (rrammar, Willis, Intermediate
and High Schools will soon take place, of
which due notice will be

Fortress Monroe, Fch. 11.
CoL Ludlow, U. S. Commissioner for the exof
change
prisoners, lias received information
from Ould, the rebel Commissioner, that ail U.

Absent—Messrs.

in;

searches marie into Ameriean or Foreign work* to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same, t dpies of I hr- claims of auy
Patent furnished by remitting Due Dollar.
Assignment* recorded at
The Agency is not only the largest in New F.ngland, bui through it inventors have advantag s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions,
bv, if not immeasurably superior to. any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; aud as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that be ha* abundant reason to
believe,
aud can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the chwgos for
services so moderate
professional
The immense
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, ha* enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of speciffcations aud official decision* relative to patent*.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts of
patents granted in the United States aud Europe, rende him able
beyond question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

ciaFintercourse.”

At half past four the Senate took a recess
until half past six.
Entiling Session.—The bill to prevent and
punish frauds on the revenue was passed.
Mr. Lane of Kansas, introduced a hill for the
admission of Nevada, Nebraska and Colorado
as States; also a bill to provide a temporary
government for the territory of Moutava. Referred to the committee on Territories.
Mr. Wilson of Mass., called up the bill to
increase tllb number of M:\jor and Brigadier
Generals, limiting the increase to 2<l Major
Generals and 50 Brigadiers.
Adopted—24
against 13.
Mr. Trumbull offered an amendment that
beyond the number authorized by this act and
laws, the herein referred to Generals shall lie
appointed in any branch of the public service.
The bill passed—22 against 14.

Analysis and Algebra in the Willis
School, are particularly worthy of mention, as
same

Arrival of the Steamer Canonicus from
Hilton Head.

Adopted.

in Latin

also the

[Mtotiii

Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveat*. Specification*. Bonds.
Assigiiments.and all Papers or Drawings for Patent*'
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Re-

here saved inventors.

bill.
Mr. Fessenden called up the bill to prevent
and punish Iraud against the revenue.
A message was received from the President
in res|xmse to a resolution of the Senate, transmitting a report from the Secretary of State,
with the correspondence and papers, concerning mediation or arbitration on the part of the
French government. Ordered to be printed.
Mr. Merrill offered a resolution requesting
the President to communicate to the Senate
any iniormation lie may have relative to the
use of negroes by the French army in Mexico.

tainments of the scholars, who are under excellent discipline in each, the result ol energetic, faithful and kind leaching. The classes

were

Release of Sutlers' Clerks, 4c., from Richmond.

Hicks.
Mr. Hicks stated that he had paired off with
Mr. Willey. He would have voted in the affirmative.
Mr. Richardson stated that if Mr. Rice had

under

practice of upwards of twenAFTER
Patent* in the Unitty ycais,continue*
ed .State*; also in Great

Oranges, Oranges!

lO OOO

ASSOCIATES EX-FIVE,

extensive

an

FORTRESS MONROE.

FROM

Bayard,
Dixon, Hale, Rich, Rice, .Sherman. YY’illey and

exam-

Made on Charleston.

New York, Feb. 12.
A letter from Liverpool says the steamer
Georgiana had sailed thence for Nassau, and
it is believed she is intended to be made a pirate, as she had guns, ports, &c.
An army letter says a deserter stales that
Jackson is in command opposite Fredericksburg, Lee having gone towards Charleston.
It is reported that the Weehawken would be
obliged to repair a broken shall at Ililton
Head, whicli would require some three weeks.
Gen. Foster's forces were encamped at Bay
Point, and it was rumored he had come North
for reinforcements.
No attack had been made on Charleston ns
late ns midnight of Monday, when the Arago
passed through the blockading fleet off there.

Chandler, Clark, Collatner, Doolittle, Foot,
Foster, llarlan, Harris, Henderson, Howard,
Ilovejr, King, Lane of Kansas, Merrill, Pomeroy, Sumner. Trumbull, Wade, Wilkinson,
Wilmot, and Wilson of Mass. Nays—Messrs,
Carlisle, Cowan, Davis, Fessenden, Grimes,
Harding, Kennedy, Lane of lud., Latham.
McDougal, Nesmith, Powell, Torpie, Wall, and

public
city,
the supervision of the Superintending School
Committee, commenced on Wednesday by the
examination of the High Schools for Boys and
Girls respectively. We were unable to attend
either of them, but hear that they were fully
up to expectation of the committee, and retain
and even improve upon the generul standard
for study and discipline laid down for each.—
The Willis School with the Centre, Brackett
and Congress Street Grammar Schools for
Girls, were examined yesterday. We looked
iulo the Brackett Street (Miss Harris') and
the Willis, and were much pleased with the atination iu the

fX

merchandise^

m

to secure

The bill increasing the number of Generals
was taken up.
Mr. Fessenden moved to amend or increase
the number by 20 Major Generals and 50 Brigadiers. No action was taken.
The morning hour expiring, the currency
bill was taken up and passed—23 against 21.
The bill to aid emancipation in Missouri was
taken up.
Mr. Saulsbury opposed It.
Mr. Sumner’s amendment to pay the owners
of all slaves emancipated $200 a piece was
adopted—10 against 17.
Mt. Sumner then moved to strike out the
word “gradual,” so as to make emancipation
immediate. Rejected—11 against 25.
The substitute adopted by the Judiciary
Committee was then adopted—yeas 27, nays
10.
The bill then passed—yeas 23, nays 18, as
follows: Y'eas—Messrs. Anthony, Arnold,

defendant as owner of one

Lind,

B O STON
No Attack yet

Senator
present-

passed.

Amos Chase.
Susan W.

Street,

from Rhode Island for six years, were
ed.
Mr. Grimes presented a petition from wounded soldiers in iavor of an ambulance corps.
The bill providing for an Assistant Collector at New York to reside in Jersey City, was

charge occupying about one hour and a half.
jury came in after being out an hour and
half, and returned a verdict for defendant,
J. C. Woodman,
John Rand,
A. Merrill,
H- P. Deane.
No. 242.—Eben McLellan, Executor, vs.

Assumpsit against
eighth of the bark
share of repairs in

as

“PRO BONO PUBLICO.”

Portland

Agent gf V. 8. Patent Oittee, Washington,
(under the Art o/ 1S37.)
76 State Street, opposite Kilby

Accident to the Weehawken.

SENATE.

The credentials of Mr. Sprague

The

The valuation ot the lot and

the kit.

on

a

Patents.

R. H. EDDV,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

Washington, Feb. 12.

Supreme Judicial Court.
Thursday.—In the case of Hovcy v. Chase,
Judge Cutting gave the case to the jury after

recently erected

Foreign

Fred-

ericksburg.

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

Winter streets, and containing 53,000 square
feet of land, besides about a dozen large and
more

Daily Press.

at

_

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Late

possession

elegant dwelling-houses

American and

TO THE

verdict for

John Rand and H. P. Deane for the defendant.

series of actions brought to recover
of what was formerly known as
the “Mellen lot,” bounded on State, Pine and

one

a

Nassau.

half, and

■

MISCELLANEOUS.

Another Pirate Vessel Sailed for

the defendant.
Messrs. J. C. Woodman and Albert Merrill
managed the case for the plaintiff, and Messrs.

long time. It was the case
Ilovey vs. Wm. Chase, and was

of Edwin S.

consider the quespoint the Judge

which

into Court and returned

came

which has come before

cases

on

gave them some instructions.
Tne jury were out one hour and a

Case.

For ten days past the Supreme Judicial
Court has been engaged in trying one of the
most

were to

betterments,

com

GREIT CBi.'CB WR BIRG\I\S BIT0R1 Til RBI!

BOARD or INSTRUCTION.

20 HOUSES. ** price, from ,1000 to *6000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price, {rum *20uto *3000.
2.000.1 <U feet of FLATS.
1 noo.ooo feel of LAN L>
2 STOKF LOTS on Uommerciai Street.

Rev. 8. II. MCollester. A. M.. Principal.
Aaron Lowell, A. B., Assistant Principal.
Mrs. 8 H. M Collester, I
.Assistants.
Miss E. J. Jortl.ii,
Tuition from Three to Six Dollars per Term.
Music and Ornamental Branches extra.
Board from tw odollars to two twrenty-Aveper week
For particulars address the Principal.
ii M 8TEVENS, Sec etary.
fab# J2w
Stevens Plains. Me.. Jan 26, 1863

j

MUSKS GOULD, 74 Middle SI.,

All Styles and Qualifies
Boots, Shoe., an.l Knhber*. for men, womb,
boy*. misse*. ami children, constantly ou band
and for’saleat the lowct priee. at my New Store,
(T. s. File.' old itaod.)
868 ConirreM Street
My
old patron* and pureha»er« generally are invited to
rail and »ee .hat bargain. I ran give.

Tbe Highland Boarding School

OF

FOB BOYS.

Spring T>nn of this School will anmmcno
The advantage
on the 1st Tuesday in March.
for instruction are excellent. Application for room
should be made as early as Divisible
N. T. TRI E, M. A..
Proprietor and Principal.
Bethel, Jan. 2*’>, 1863.
jan26 4w

THE

I tone

RKi’AIHINO
AND MANUFACTURING,
ii> order neatly, promptly, and al low prieaa.
S.Wl’FL BELL.

leb 3—dim

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON
DENTIST,
want

Ur Sraiua.

aov2Tdtf

o

!

353

t

ougrem,

near

Green .tree).

Luxuriant Whiskers aud Nomtnrhes
g1 A.N hr gntvx in hr went*, by n.lng lilt Lin u>

Desires to call the attention of persons
1‘rice 60 cente
artificial teeth, to oue of the greatest improvement,
HAM'a StiUCLATtsu UsoriaT
X.
LOKINU'S Drug Store.
n that department of dentistry, lately invented b;
per boa, at
him. Ho would be
to explain Its advantages
Corner Exchange aud Federal Streeta.
and show specimens or it. to any who may tavor bin
with a call
He also continues to At teeth on liold
Trusses! Trusses! Trusses!
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled by bm
UOULDFK BRACKS : Shoulder Brace. ! Ahare warranted to be as useful and durable as if the;
douiiual Supporter. ! Dumb Bell.! Dumb Bell.!
had never decayed.
HT*Offlce 2294 Congress street, two doors west o f I1 For sale at
LORING'8 DRUG STOKE.
eodOm
llouse.
fabC
2ineod
j.u29
Court
and
New City Hall
in

happy

poetry!

THE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS._

Slipshod Verses

Scooestep bt Certain Recent Experiences.
no incans.
Fallen, fallen, fallen.—Dry den’-By

The suleudM

In this recent slippery term
Who has kept his tooting firm ?
Pretty girls with rubber boots.
Colonels, privates and recruits,
Little sprites with scarlet hoods
Wading through the slippery floods.
Kind tSeir level in a trice,
8itting flat upon the ice!
clothes!
Oh, the slopped and draggled
oaths!
Oh, the deep hut .mothered
told
been
Oh, the lies that have
By the tumblers, young and old.
Who with aching hones have sat
On the sidewalk fair and flat.
Oaapmg in a laughing fit—
“Pshaw! I wasn’t hurt a bit!”

ilorrwAN. will, until further

ruu

mi tows:

as

Rooms.
Goods

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.

John.

are
as

steamers
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMMtY k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6,18

12._dtf
MONTREAL

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly Mail Line.
AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO .SAXUN, NOVA SCOTIAN—Will .all from ymbMevery Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
f’aseenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Train*
with United Slate* mail*, every Friday, at 116 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at (juebec every Saturday
morning.
Pawnee to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glaagow:
Third Cl***, *35. Firat Clan*. *77 lo *>.«—according
to accommodation,—which include* ticket* on Grand

(there she goes
precious nose!)
Right
Let me help you—by your grace.
Just across this slip|>ery place—

Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return ticket* iwued at reduoed rate*.
Excurdon ticket* to the World'* Fair, out and
bark. SI$6.
Apply to Edmonetone. Allan A Co., Montreal,or to

me

There—no thanks—don’t think of me—
(Ob, I’ve barked the other knee)—
Lean on me. Miss,—(look at that!
8he has fallen on my hat!—
Catch me helping you again!
Where in conscience is my cane?)
In this recent slippery term.
Who has kept his tooting firm ?

J. I*. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
June 23.1062.

HO T EL S.

—[Transcript.

Proprietor.
K. G. Mayo,
PASSADUmmAO. MAINE.
^
nounoe

Paper Makers' Associa-

History ol the

meeting,

facturer offered

luTorined,

a

friends,

ana

BLACKSTONL HOUSE,
551 Hanover Struct.Bostoh.
Formerly Mansion House—conducted on

European plan.
above House, and

_the
the

•

subscriber has
newly furnished it
open to the public.
The

The House is now
A. P. MORRISON,

throughout.
dec27

Proprietor.

HOUSE.”

“ELM

BjSkXM THE undersigned respectfully informs the
House,
IjMs public that he has leased the above
*'id invites

fiuBdil
M

Federal 8treet, Portland,
the travelling community to call and see if
he know# "how to keep a ty>fei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tible, attentive servants and moderate eharg«*s are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the "Forest City.”
0,1

i

JONATHAN

Portlafld. Aug. 19. 1862.

BUSS, Proprietor.
dtl

HATH HOTEL,

By C. M. PLUMMK

V.

386, Washington St., Bath.

]_I

prominent manu-

•••Terms fl per day. Stable

connect**

with house.

Bath, June 28.1862.

dtf

9ACJADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfYed CJarr,
Proprietor.
BATH, MAINE*
THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities ou the coast of Maine—delight Billy situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
Tire cities.
The Saoadahock is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within tbaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

vltiuf

Terms Msderale bj the Week er Day*
Bath. June 23,1862.
dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS

STEAM

POWER

No. 82j EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

nnnuv

hna

St1..,

Cainphcne. 350S.

Saltpetre.11

Vitriol.14

Dfrw*o4>.
Duty Free.
Harwood.2K®
Brazil Wood.18

Hypernic.4^®

6

Logwood.

.3/%
.2

Dark.
Ihsty 80 |>c ad ral.
Ravens.
l’ortlaud, No. 3..1 u0&
No. 10. 72
Navy, 8’r, No. 3 99
No. 10 70
t

.*

permanently,

period,

Fatabliahment in fhrninhed with all the approved modem machinery. and their aaiiortment of
like pigs swimmonopolists
ming; they cut they own throats. The state
of things the association has brought about,
has revived many old inventions lor making
paper out of other material than rags; and
there is a prospect that by next June or July
we shall have a supply of straw and wood
paIt adequate to do any work demanded in thin 8tat«
per, of good quality and in sufficient quantity
to fill the market and bring down
prices.
There is a difficulty about the manulacture of
straw paper, and that is the existence of conflicting patents. Capitalists do not like to
Business Cards of
“bring lawsuits.” We notice also that the
owners of most of the important straw
paper
Btyle and Cost.
patents are members of the association. But
it Is now proved that paper can be made from
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.
wood; and it is a fact that straw and wood
pa|>er can at this time-lie produced by those
who have the requisite machinery, at not to exceed eight cents per pound: but this is sold
in the market at from eighteen to
twenty
I BILL-IIEAD8 RULED AND CUT IN
cents.
The heavy boilers needed for preparing
THE NEATEST MANNER.
from
strawand
w<K>d
pulp
require time to
make, and workmen in iron are scarce just
now.
But we understand that a large numj
her of mills have oidered such boilers, and
that In a few months the public may hope to
Billets A Circular* in Every ariety of
be independent, with the help of Congress, of
Type,
the “Paper Makers’ Association of the United
Stales.”—IS. Y. Post.
•ay a

year.
Meantime

Their

are

12 o*.66 ®

Book and

Fancy Types,

Every Variety

tags riKRrr.n with holes a glutenkd
WHEN DESIRED.

Land in Franklin, Me.
16.000 Acres Of Land—supposed to
ABOUT
tain,
average.about live thousand of stumof

con-

ou an

page to an acre,
spruce, hemlock and pine, besides
much hard wood and a go d growth of
young,thriftyjumper-a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
1000 acie*. with a good waterpower at it* outlet
Thia pond flow*, by the
present dam, about 1000 acres
of meadow, which can be put into gras*, to
great advantage, by withdrawing the flow age.
The Mill is but a short distauce from tide water
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
owners, who reside at a distance, and the
land will be sold at an immense bargain to
any ouo
who haa the faculty and inclination to manage
it.
For farther information applv to f’oJ. J. L. Law**»<'*. or to
LEVI BARTLETT A CO.,
decl6 dlaw8w
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.

Deeds, Law Briefs,
And other

—

Equity Cases,

LAW DOC'L'MKNT8 executed with

i>iapatch.

thepresent

|

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,

Gray Beards, Attend!
Years'

Best
For

of

years

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Dyo!

Our Style* »rc unsurpassed.

Hair In the world. I say It boldly, and
mean it.
Aud sav forther, that if any one buys my
Dye, and after trying, does not like it, I will reftind
the money on returning me the bottle with one halt
its content*
I do not wish to sell it to
any rebel, or rebel srm

_

oct.

be

supplied at

SHOP

PROGRAMMES,

prices by

ad-

JOHN M. TODD, Portland,Me.

^
n.daw
tf.

BILLS,

AMD
wholesale

IT NLVUl FAILS

To Rcntorc
*

Hair

Urty

TO

Jtn Original Touthful Color

c'tVy.l 25al fin

vvcw

vs

But act* directly upon the
them the natural nourl-hn.<
same vitality ami luxurious

Country Rift Mol.

IIhd. Shook*.. 1 3fka 1 60

Slash.1 25 a ] 60
Hood*.*30 <a,31
H&ckmetack TimUr. 4* tun.10ftl6
Melna«r«.
Ihity 6c p yal.

y\jc,

roots ft the lluir, giving
t r< qttirvd. ftfslncing ti.»

quantity

u»

in

® 61;
•>& ot.

Duty:

Whose Hair
samum

1*

complete

Fort land,

June 24,1963.

daw

I until
tor steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Da* K.tting* of all
Will also attend to fitting the

Xvlarble

ANDROSC OGfJlN

descriptions.

1.

above for steam

CKHB On and after Mowt»at, May ft. 18Q,
SME-5B5f' am* will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Chimney IMeces, Monumental Work and

MR.

Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Port8. W. EATON, Sup’t.
Depots, iu Portland.
Farmington May ft. 1*3.
Junettdtf

AUE.tCt

laiid

—

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Association

N*Uee to Wood ud Laaihfr Merchant*.

J. W.HATHAWAT,
ortl tf

(Copyright secured.]
I

j

The Great Indian

Remedy

DR. MATTISON’S INI) TAN EM MEN AGOG l’E.
I

1

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have ffciled.
is designed for both married and #*nale ladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as It will
bring on the monthly sickness in case*
of obstructions, from any cause, ami
after all..*»!her remedies of the kind
have bee*, tried in vain.
OVER aouo BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure.
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
l4F~it is put up in bottles of three
dmerent strengths, with Bill directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all fiart* of the country.
PRICES— Full strength. 810; hall strength, 86;
quarter strength, 88 per bottle.

DEALERS

IM-

HEAD OF MERRILL S

C.emr.1.1 Siren.

ARMY

WATER!

TAILORING

4

;

ful in its

and

rare

ESTABLISHMENT,

discovery,

operations, putting

A. D. BEEVES,

to

blush the old

98

EXCHANGE

one

has doubts

as

to the value

remedy, they may learn more of its practical
by addressing a note of inquiry to Sir II.

Philadelphia, Oct. 17,1832.
injuries received in n»v right eye, when a
boy. a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life w»s embittered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to withFrom

out

and 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
resort,of having the bail taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.

Portland, Ang. 8,1081

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICH-

ARD’S EYE WATER.

1 had

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

and

to

JOHN BOND.

ereign specific in her
relief.

Grateful

Richard's Eye Water
case,

At

est

and

God for the benefit that I have
I cannot butcommend the preparation to all who have been sufTerers like myself.
to

P. 8.

IF1 Numerous ccrt.ficatee of
might be furnished-

a

similar

Sovereign Remedy

for Inflamed and Dis-

Jane 23.

ALSO,

clothing,

A

and Domestic

*

CO,

EDITED BY

Dry Goods,

The F'vbnino Post, now in the sixtv-flrst year of
iU existence, is a journal thoroughly devoted to the
principle* of Freedom, and is candid, fearless aud inin the expression of its sentiments. It
hold* to the great doctrines of a strict construction
of theronstitution. Kconomy in Government, no
political jobbery, honest men tor office, the Suppression
of the Slave Power. Free Soil and Free Speech; and
it earnestly advocates a vigorous prosecution of the

dependent

Alfred Woodmsa,
Cbsrles Bailer.

so»md*wtf

FAIRBANKS’

w ar

Standard

fa pee.

In its columns

History

aa

One copy,
One copy,

complete variety

one
one

year, sent

month,

and

news

from

by man.

Id.no
1.00

SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST
Is Published erery

Tuesday

and

93 00

one year,
Two
one year,
Five copies, one year,
Ten copies, one year,

copies,

6.00

12 00
22.60
An extra copy will be sent to any person who
■euds os a club of twenty and over.

of

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

BY

WEEKLY EVENING POST

—

Is Published every Wednesday.
One eopy. one year
Three copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Tea copies, one year,
Any larger uumber 91 50 each.

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,
118 Milk Street.

Sold in Portland
oc2fi

..

.corner

of

Ratterymarch Street,
Ponton.

by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.

ly

EXECUTED

TO

OBDER.

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter

AT

put

up at short

notice,

Subscriptions may commence at any time. Pay
altrays in atlvance. When a club of subscribers has
been forwarded additions may be made to R on the I

STONEHAM'Sj

No. 188 1-3 Middle 8t.

•

It is not nectary that the members of
receive their papers at the same post('leroy m kn are supplied by mail at the following rates: Dailv. 9* per annum: Semi-Weekly,
92.50; Weekly, 91 60. Money uiay bo forwarded by
mail at our risk.

Portland, Me.

ottice.

Tor $20~

8PECIMEN COPIES OF THE EVENING POST

The

one

dtf

&4

3

®

as
«

U

Ij
6 ^

cn
*.very iam-iy,

w ira

nhoi,

luonra

use me

8AJCBUC1 WINK,
celebrated in Karope for iu medMaal and beneficial
iiualitie* as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent pbyridaas,
used iu
and American
and
some of the first Ibmilles in Europe and America.

European

Hospital*,

by

AS A TONIC
It as no equal, causing an appetite aad building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.

A8 A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organ*, very beneficial in Dropsy,Gout
and Rheumatic Affections.
SPEER’S WINE
a mixture or manufactured article, but is
pare,
from the lulceof the Portugal
Sambpci grape, ealtlvated ia New Jersey, recommended bv chemists aud
possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debiJita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefltting ladles
and children.
A LADIES' WINE.
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as It
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and ia
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
organs. *nd a blooming, soft and healthy skin aad

Is not

imparting

complexion.

few wall known gentlemen and physician* who
have tried the Wine:
Geo. Winfield Seott.USA. Dr Wilson, 11th at., NY.
Gos. Morgan, N.Y .State. Dr Ward. Newark. N. J.
Dr. J.R.Chilton,N.Y.City. Dr Dougherty, Newark.
Dr Parker. N. Y. City.
N. J.
Drs.DarcyA Nieholl.New- Dr. Marcy, New York.
Dr. Cummings,Portland.
ark, N. J.
Dr. Hayes, Boston.
genuine without the signature of “ALFRED SPEER, Passaic, N. J.,M is over the cork of
each bottle.
K9~MAAE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WINK.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioner*.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
a

tySon**

Vixkyard—Passaic, New Jersey.
Omen—906 Broadway, New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold in Portland by Hf. II. H AY. Druggist. Supplying Agent.
decBdfy
feKfWk WILL BR FORFEITED BY BE* L.
to
if
cure
in
less time than
DIM
failing
more effectually and permaanv other
physician,
less
with
from
restraint
nently.
occupation or fear of
exposure to ail weather, with safe and pleasant medicines.

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS.
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL A1LMKNT8 AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affectio f: Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin; doers of the Nuse, I brunt and Body; pimples on the Face: Swellings of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth,
and the more advanced at all ages, of
BOTH SEMES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
DR. L. DIM’S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
SI Eadkott street, Boston, Mamu,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other
Recollect, the oxly entrance to hia Office is
No. 21, having no connection with his residence.ooa-

seqneutly

count

can

family interruption, so that on
any person hesitate applying at his
DR. D1X

no

no

ac-

olss.

boldly assert t (and it cannot be contradicted, ex sept
by Qaacks.who will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that be
u ran oxly xkgclar orai>cate pbysiciax adYKUTistao ix aosTox.

SIXTEEN TEARS
engaged In treatment of Special diseasea, a feet so
well known to mans Citizen.*,Publishers, Merchants,
Hotel Proprietors. Ac., that he is much recommended. and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Namore mmnerous

in Boston

than

other

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
promises and pretensions of

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and Lino as to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institution# or Colleges, which
never existed in any part of the world; others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, at known ;
not onlv assuming and advertising in names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume names of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

Ql'ACK NOSTRUM liAKERS,
through (Rise certificate# and references, nod recommendation* of their medicine# by tk# dead, who cannot expose or contradict them; or who, besides, to
farther their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that is written of the qualiti** and eflfects ot

different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills. Extracts, .specific*. As
most of which,
if not all,contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its “curing everything,” bat now known
to “kill more (ban i# cured.” and those not killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.

IGNORANC E OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the^ignorance of the Quack Doctor.kaowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
it to all his patients in pills, di ops, Ac., so the
ostrura Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts. Specific, Antidote. Ac., both relying
upon it*' fleets in curing a few in a hundred, it S
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
alau! nothing Is said of thd balance: some of whom
die, other* grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, If

«vas

quackery.

DR. L DIX'S
charges are very moderate, (cdnmunications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with the
ried

or

will be sent free

to

all who

desire it.

single.

Medicine* sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.'
All letters requiring advice must oontain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 11 Rndicott street,Boston,
Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1. 1*63.
ly

THE LADIES. The oelebrated DK. L.
DIX particularly invites all ladies who need a
Mrdtctxl or SuryicfU adviser, to call at his Kooms.No.
21 Kudicott street, Boston, Mass
which they will
find arranged Ibr their s|<ecial accommodation.
I>b. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both in
this country aud in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaint*.
with the
His mediirincs
express purpose of removing all disoa-es, such as debility, weakness. unnatural
enlargements of the
womb, also, all discharge* which flow from a morbid
date of the blood. The Doctor la now fully
to treat iu his peculiar *t\ le, both
medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex. and they are
respectfully iuvited to call at

TO

areprepared
suppression*,

prepared

No. 21 Endicotl Street, Bostoa*
All letters requiring advice must contain
ar to ensure an answer.
Boston. Jan. 1. I8HS.

same terms.
a club should

decl2 ood3m

Dim VIsIol and Weak

8.00
16.00

Anv person sending us 945 for twenty Semi-Weeksubscribers will be entitled to an extra copy of
the Semi-Weekly one year; or 922.50 for ten copies,
will be entitled to one eopy of our Weekly one yestr.
Any person scndi g us 915 and the names of ten
subscribers to our Weekly will be entitled loan extra
eopy of the Weekly one year for hia services: for
twenty nsmes and 930 he will be entitled to one cony
of oar Semi-Weekly or two copies of our Weekly
one year.
Each subscriber's name is printed on his paper.

Sliaden,

CLOTH A WIRE SCREENS,
Siena, Banner*. Ornamental and
Funcy Paintin,.

ed and

#2 00
6.00

PREMIUMS.

Window

~

strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may he
the disease, condition or situation of any one, mar-

Friday.

One copy,

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
a

European Intelligence,

CON-

SCALES!
With

3

1 1

oosaible. hv eomoetent uhvsicion*
ail parts of the world, accurate reports of financial
and commercial matters, trustworthy CorresponBUT ALL gUACKS ARK NOT IGNORANT.
dence. and a carefully selected Literary Miscellany,
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
comprising Poet nr, Reviews of New Works, with
some quack doctor* and nostrum makers.yet, regardliberal extracts. Tales. Poetry. t>ossip, and Anecleas of the life and health ol others, there are those
dotes—the whole forming an' excellent variety, in I
among them who will even perjure themselves, conwhich every reader will discover soinethiug to his
tradicting
giving mercury to their patients, or that it
taste.
is contained in their Nostrum*, so that the "usual
fee" may be obtained for professedly curing, or 'the
dollar" or “fraction of it" may be obtained foe the
TERM 8-PA TABLE IN ADVANCE.
DAILY EVENING POST.
Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived also.and
uselessly spend large amounts'for experiments with
One copy, one year, delivered by carrier, 911.00

Coal and Railroad Rcalea I

BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS*.
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

at being a Good 9swawill be found a complete

of the War. all
important Political or State
Documents entire. Proceedings of Legislative Bodies,

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (and only by them,) and are constancy receiving all the improvement* which tbeir
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct is principle. thoroughly mad*,
of the beat material*, aud are perfectly accurate and
durable in operatum.

sale, in every variety,

avamM iTfanoa.

chiefly, however,

Summaries of

For

||

imposi-

William Cullen Bryant and Parke Godwin-

IMirACTlUKS AM JOBBIRS #f CLOT BIAS,

Hay,

Independent,

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Nos. 54 and U Middle Street, Portlaad.

__

ThoroNghgoinR,

Freedom.

Wholesale Dealers in

Geo. W. Woodmen,
Seth B. llcrMf,

POST.

and Fparies* Advocate of

TREE

■S

reputation,

(ESTABLISHED IN 1301.

which we will Mil st prices to tult the times.
Portland, Not. 19,1H83.
dtf

Foreign

EVE~nTnG

THE

Furnishing Goods,

and

<9

«

refers to Professors and respectable Physicians— sunny of whom consult him in critical eases,
atbecause or Ids acknowledged skill and
tained through so long experience, practice and observation.

Chance of Prloe.

-AND—*—

Importers

(3

proudly

PROSPECTUS.

Latest, Styles of

WOODMAN.

6
=

DIL L. DIM!

A FOLL STOCK Or THl

Gentlemen’s

3
£

Quacks,
large cities,

18(,3

and Canimcm.

READY-MADE

•=

tive

dawtf

lat-

Eyes,
Eyes, Deafaess,
HOMESTEADS
Noise in the Head, Catarrh. Rheumatism and Neuralgia. with all kindred diseases. It Is passed into
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have parthe ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
chased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoiuiug the nourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
Stores in this city. Price 26 cents per Bottle,
j County, for forming and manufacturing purnoses,
Tubbs 6 Cents.
and have divided their property into lot* and Arm*.
II H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
They are offered to *ubt»cribers in shares of #20 each.
Maps, with foil information, can be had by calliugon
Agents.
EDWARD SlIAW.Aiesi,
MRS* M* G. BROWN, Proprietor,
102 Mipdlh Street, Cortland.
bov 13 d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
eased

can

W. D. LITTLE, Aobbt,
Ojhce 31 Exchange Street.
aars money by seoaring tickets ttthis

House,
the

Fall*.

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

character

Poor Richards Eye and Ear Water
a

Custom

on hand, and are dailv
receiving
most desirable styles of

Fancy Doeskin,

HEN8QN,

Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philatlelphia.

truly

IT" Yob
oRae.

BROWN,

Opposite the
Have

Niaoaba

abd

Middle Street,

a sov-

giving her almost instant

personally received,

Is

by

S. D. MERRILL,

augddly

GARDINER A

RAILWAY.

Thi, road I, bboad aUAOB and I* provided with
New and Splendid bleeping Car*.
U-Ticket, sold in Portland at lowest Boston rata

set
up in the beet manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to

heard of it bedid, with the most

out it for any amount of moaev. I take occasion to
say, farther, that rnv wife used to sufTer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
•hehas found Poor

ERIE

Via Buffalo, Dubbibb,

Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, <\f all kinds constantly on hand.
SrW All kinds of Axtures for hot and cold water
I. D. MERRILL.

a

2 £

BT TUB

never

fore,
try it,
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my ©ye seems at all disposed to annoy me. 1 give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be withbut determined

To Cbiuaqo, Cibuihbati. Ckvilaii). Dbtboit,
Toledo, 8t. Pacl, La Cinm. Sr. Loon,
Saw 11,1.1am, or any part of the
WEST, SOI TH OR NORTH WRST,

dly

I. D. 7IERB1LL A COM

success,

In the
one

H THROUGH TICKETS

STREET,

system*

of this
value

C. J BMYDGR8. Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1802.
aftdtf

Tailor,

...

which is most wonder-

Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
If any

summer.

It aims

of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Kev. I*. S.

Philadelphia.

N AVY

IV-

Poor RirtifirtTa Eye nnd Ear Wnfrr
a new

WHARF,

P-rtlawd. Me.
JrSStf

AN I>

them for life and health.

I*

piROM

CO^

Corn, Flour and Grain,

tXQtJlKY

EYE dr EAR

Novum bur lrt. 1MI. to Mar M, 1M. tbs
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
A
and timber will be advanced 76 per cent.
No lire wood will be conveyed be tween October 1st,
18*3. snd Msy 1st. 18*3.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take pines
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will sot be able
to take lire wood from certain place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried da the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the ratea of freight, and
from what stations fire wood oan be carried next

~

FOB FEMALES.

j

Maine State Agent, Mathington, D. C.

ALBERT WEBB A

a

STAGS CONNECTIONS.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dinfieid; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfieid,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage waves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield. on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.
Passengers lor this route will take the car* at the

Marble, Free 8tone, Soap Stone,

dec 10 eodfc w6m26

«

physicians

or

B. THOMPSON,
la prepared to reeeive orders for

AMD

RAILROAD.

SUMMER A RRAKOKMK5T.

So, 275 F Street,
Communications to he addressed to

Core's,

Slaughtered
190@210 Granulated.16)® 16}
Greeu Salt .1 86@200 Powdered.15f@16l
Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.95@ W14) Tallaw.
Sheep Pelt*, Dry 76@1 00* Duty: Tallow 1 |>c, Soap

Ominee, Newfield. Parsonsfield. Effingham.} reedom,
Madison, F^aton, l imington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
nov 13
DAN CaRPEN TER, Sup’t.

Work.

Soldiers’ Relief

|

■

.64w74cj

At Buxton Centre, for Weet Buxton,Bonuy-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
ami other tnnrliin<-rv ltnil<-rw U'.lnr Tanlri ftr
Will devote his personal atteutio • to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WHIN. Agrat.
declddtf

—

]

Blasting.94f®
Sporting.6j<gj

Ac., Ac,

UNION STREET,
lii* shop i* rebuilt.) ready to answer any orders

MAINE

12.ol4 !
.9 <j»10
Feal.none.
^TO Organs of the human system are more imporI1ckl«. V bbl. .»8 ig, 9
tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
R Ire.
f Ear. and yet npne are less understood or more negr>u/.* Clraned lie, Paddy Jc V lb.
Itice V tb.6j® 7i
and yet every part of the body is dependent upon

No. 12 2}c, abore No. 12
andiubt above lb Sc.abore
No. 16 and not abore 20
3}c, above No. 20 andrefined 4c P lb.
Portland A.. none.
liny*
Presss’d p net T.914 @16
do
AA.11 ®
Loose.13 @15
do.
Yellow.
.none.
Extra Yellow.none.
Hides and Skin*.
Muscovado
11 ail 4
Duty : 10 pc ad val.
B A Hide*
80 IS) 81
do.
in bond 9^ffl0
Western.21«22 Havana Brown.
11 jo: 124
do.
White. .13i® 14
Slaughter Hide*.
Calf Skin*.11@18 New Orleans.12 ®14
Calcutta Cow['rushed. 161d154

Falls, Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
F’ryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, BrMgton,

Scc.

Fittings,

__Je23tf _PORTLAND.

Drop.Slli

Valued at le** than
p lb 6c. over 20c 6c
and
lb
20 pc ad ral.
p
5
Rifle and
7ji

Wh’J.

Grindstones.

j

Duty

Maine

Caraer af Pearl aad Federal Sts*.

physician

Duty: Metadolc,not(abd>re

■S 3

CMBBSm <>n *n<l »fier Monday, November iO,
wW^^We’rain, will leave a. rollow,, until ftirlher
orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 A. M and
8.30 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A M
and
2.00 and 6 16 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train owt. and ths 9.16 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at 8aeearappa daily for Sooth Windham, Windham Centre and G reat Fails.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

37

Marble

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE

J*

Gauaewdrr.

stage rowmcruoifs.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

and Invalids

aj

«

subscriber would inform hi* friends and the
may be found at

without it

Castor Ofl. 2 25*2 35
Neat-foot oil.
1 lu*l 15
Onions
P bbl.*3 37a8 50
40
P bush.1
Ptials.
|3F“REMEMBER— This medicine, is designed exIhity. (hi White Lead dry
or ground in oil and Red
prtssly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
Lead *2 40 p 100 tbs.
<f the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warLitharge 24c, Oxide gf i ranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
Zinc
p lb, I Russian
nr BE WA HE OF IMITA TJONS f None genuHlue, Vermilion, Chrome \
ine and warranted, unless purchased directly rf Jjr.
Yellmr, Venetian Red 25,
M.
at his Hmedial Institute for SpecitU JHseases,
Itrmm
Spanish
dry 20,
in oil 3o pc ad ral.. Yet- j No. 2S Union street, Providence, R. I.
embraces all disease* of a prilotr and other Ochres 80>c
n^"This
vate nature. both ol ME? and WOMEN, by a regp 100 lbs, Paris White
educated
in
oil
dry 60c.
*1 64),
ularly
physician of twenty \ears’ practice,
Whiting 50c p 100 lbs.
giving them his whole at ten turn.
ousultations by letter orotherwis* are strictP’tl’d Lead, in oil.Si])*)
Lewis Lead,
111*12
ly confidential A medicines w ill be sent bv express,
secure from observation, to all paits of the l nited
Boston Lead, "
11*11)
State*. Also accommodations tor ladies from abroad
French Zinc, 44 .10*10)
for a secure and ouiet kltrkat, with good
Amcr. Zinc, 44
wishing
.8*81
care, until restored to healtn.
Rochelle Yellow. .3 (a) 3)
CAUTION.—It ha* been estimated that over two
Eng. Yen. Red-3 § 3j
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
Litharge.11 tu
Red I^ead.11*
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to. those who pay It. All this conies from
Planter.
trusting, without inquiry, to nu n who are alike desfhity: Free.
titute of honor, character and sk.ll, ami whose only
ITrr ton Soft.....225(6250
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
Hard.2 00* 2 25
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
round.... .604*56 26
Prsviaisas.
you would avoid being humlatgged, take no man's
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
Duty: Reef and Port lc,
it will cost >ou nothing, and
MA K E
Lard, Itacon anti Hams
may save you many regrets; lor, a* advertising phy2r, Buffer and Cheese 4c
sicians, in nine ra^-es on. of ten. are bogus, there is
Ch’go M4-ss Beef.* 12 a 14
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
Cortland do.
12) a 13
who and what thev are.
CtPdext. do.
14 (^ 14)
Du. M. will send pres. bv enclosing ore
I’ork, extra clear 194*2»>
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOCork, clear.IS) a 19
stamp as
and
on Private IHseases generally, giving Bill
MEN.
Cork, mess.
17
with the most undoubted references and
information,
Cork, extra do
16
14)*
testimonials, without which no advertis.ug
Cork.
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY CONEx
16
FI HE St E It’HA TE l Ell.
Round Hogs. 7a 74
attended to
Write
Hams.
UVurders by mail
.9 a lrtc
City Smok’d Hams.9) a 10
youraddres*plainly, and direct to DR. MA ITISON,
as above.
deed dawli 3u
Ikcf V qu'r i» lh 6 @ 71
14 u 15
Kitiff. V doi.
POOR RIC HARD'S
I'ntatnni. Vbbl.tl.VXai «2
liicktus.
lOig 12
l.amli ..8 a In

Castile.164$

of

a

-O

*<5

best quality, and

U8B.

■

VV.t.rville. Kendall’, Mill, and Skowhenan;.and at Kendall’, Mill,
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Barn,
bam. Pittsfield, Newport aud Bangor.
lickets sold in Boston for all the station* on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Homerset
A Kennebec Roads
F'or Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

l’ork Sc Cumberland Railroad.

THE
public, that he

requires frequent dressing the 7y lobalha* no cquuL No lady's toilet

Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

Lemon*, Orange*.
Banana* and Plantain*
2n Pc ad ral., Almond*.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p
lb. Xut* and Dale* 2c F'ortland diotilled 60 462c
lb. Currant*, Pign. Xnlrralaa,
*lum». Prune* and Rai- ialoratu* V lb-74® 8c
»in* 6c p lb. Citron 80
Sail.
fhity In butk 18c. and i»
Pc ad val.
Almond*—Jordan p lb.
>nq 24c )> 100 lba.
Soft Shell.20 fa-2>c rurk's Is.,
hhd.
Shelled
(8 bus.)-S2 9rv®3 26
@80
Currant*.16 @ 16; Liverpool.2 75^3 00
Citron.44 @46 , 'adix.none
Pea Nuts. 4a2j *acks Salt .none.
i
ir'd Butter Salt. 22 (9
Fig*. common— none.
New Eleine.18c<@ 22 Sinrrh.
Lemons, p box. 92 a 3 Duty 20 pc ad val.
oranges—Messina 8a 3] | Pearl.64® 74
Raisin*,
Potato.34 a 4
Blue Pcask.161a 16
a
1 Sfewt-fMOOtb* *9$ 1<»
Black.98 @10
a 12
Bunch p box 887* a 4 00 Buck.
12a 12 j
* Laver.4 0ura4 2<* Soap.
Date*.7 :d, 9c Ihtty 36 ffc ad rat.
TrowPrune*.8fo,K>4 loathe ft
Flowr—Portland in*p
bridge ft Smith's ExSuperfine-97 12q<7 374 tra No. 1|> lb. .94® 91
Fancy.7 87 d 7 6$ Family do.81® 81
Extra.7 87*8 12 no.
m
Family.8 87(aH 62 Eagle No. 1.6J® 6f
Extra Superior 8 87^9 60 Star.54® 6} !
Western extras 8 00 d 8 25
174
"
8 12a8 87 Crane's.9
family
(®9j
superior 8 25d 8 87 Spire*.
Ohio extra... .8 25a H 50 Duty: Ginger Root 6c,
lhmil.y.8 76@8 87 Ground Ginaer 8c, PepCanada super No.1 none.
per and Pimento 12c,
StLouisFavBrnds 10f@101
(lores 15©, Cassia 10c,
Southern III.do do. 9? a 10
Cassia liuds 20c. Pinna- j
Pet a nsco Family. .111 dill
mow 26c, A fare and Nutj
Rye Flour.4 (@ 4) megs 80c %> lb.
Corn Meal.41'® 4* Cassia \y lb.46 ®47c
Buckw’t Fl’r pib 3Jc@4) Cloves.36 a 38 I
Grata*
Linger, (Race)-£6 ®36
Duty Corn and Oat* 10c. Linger. (Africa) £6 ®3*»
Rye and Barley \bc. and Mace.8,3 ®90
Wheat 20c p bu. From Nutmegs.93 a96
Rr. Province* free.
Pepper. 28 ®80
Rve.96@1 00 Pimento.23 (d^b
Oats.6« @911
Breda.
South Yet.Corn. 1 03» 106 Duty Linseed 16c p hu.,
Corn, Mixed_1 00@1 Of* ( \inary Si p bu
MusBariev.105(al 20 tard 3c ♦> lb.
Short* p ton.... 928 @26 Herds t.ra**.*288 a 3
Fine Feed.27 @80 Western |Clover.. 114®124 1
Red Top.S3 ® 3i I
Griudsleaes.
Dnt y
l.mseed.3 ®
Rough—free.
Rough, p ton. ,$2fV®26 ; Canary.,4j® 44
Dressed.36 a 4'> | Bngsr.

...

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILL8.

Commercial St., head

Steam and €>»a*

V ov YiC\t\.'vc% iv\u\ CWvY&rcw

Cienftogos....none.

1.7)

COAL

youth.

promptly

2.T>;
(medium). 6

LOBRERT,

MACHINERY,

far

natural color to the llair.

(■rwnf o'vm'H 1 Kiinl On

..

pathizer.

can

Pi rpm ntlona

20c

coloring

Agents
dressing

nnrqnnltrrf

great

Rendering it *nft, silky and glotay, and disposing it to
remain in any desired noeitiop ; qtiir' Jy cleansing the
*ralp, arresting the full and imparting a healthy and

..

Executed in tute to nuit the most Ifcatidiou*.

Twenty
experience, and
APTEB
experiment, I bare at last found the

ZYLOBA LSAMIJM,

262a 2 75

61| lurkio.

Frail*

THE GENUINE

SB'

Females, Weakly Person•

a =
„«
5 a

Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M., for Wiecasset. Damariseotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nor. 16, 1861.
novl8

SAWYER Sc WHITNEY.

16)5
Prime.131514
Prime.14)5

do. Labrador., none
do. Scaled 4*bx 80a 36c
do. No. 1 .2oa25
Mackerel 4> bbl..
Bay No. 1.
flOJollf
Bay No. 2.9
Bay No. 8.6 ®
Shore No. 1
ll(g 111

(small).

LEHIGH,

LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,

..

Haddock, .1 [a 1?
Ilake.1 624 a 1 87
Herring,Shore4>bl.4 ® 4*

no.

MOUNTAIN LRIIIGH,
HA ZE L TON L E HIG //.

juiaitf

j

small.Spa 3]
Tollock.21® 3

CITY.

SPRING

praise

Russia.26 ®
risk.
Duty For 100 lbs foreign
caught
//ffrinj 8 1.
Mackerd 82, Salman 83;
and all other pickled in
Ibis. tl 60 4> 66/., other■
trite 60c 4* c»c/. From
Provinces free.
Cod large 4* qut. .S4J®5

'’do.

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OK THE

..

Feathers*
Duty 30 |»c ad ral.
Live Oeeso ^ lb 60 ®65

6OJ_>‘

W

FOR CASH,

*•

Tent Duck,
U. S. 10 ox.66 ®

L

&

CHKAP

Office,

Specialty

Sapan
®
quercitron Bark.. 2)<® 2J
Red Sanders.3 ® 6

COAL

POR I’ll V AICI A

For

Leave Portland fur Bath and Anrunta atl.OOP
M.,
connectuM with the
train, at Brunawick for Lewiaton Livermore Kalla. Wilton and Farmm^on: and at Aup.l. with the .sameraet ft Ken-

Andr.wdomjTn

J. W. HUNGER.

Jan7 d3m

The public are requested to call, as we aro deter*
give good bargains to those who pay cash.

2jc

3j

Farmington.

mined to

3ogl

<$

Insurance,

that may be wanted.

Hard and Sod Wood.

—

Camwood.44® 4]
Fustic, Cuba.2] a
Savanvilla 2 a 2 4

Augusta
Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad tor Lewiaion, Livermore
Falla, Wilton and
for

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

Olive Oil.175&180 I

a23

®16

...

then at least forS certain

do.

Life

are

Ray Chaleor. *26 *29
Opium. 891 in Shore.24 &96
Rhubarb.2TO® 226 Linseed.*1 43*145
Alcohol.1 12® 1 JO Boiled. 147ftl49
Fluid.1 16 m 26 Lard Oil.1 os* i 10

—

PRINTING

do.

marine. Fire and

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

a

"

Printing Office,

Head's.city

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

Madder.ITcfil*

Red

Book and Job

&

On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th.
1862, passenger trains will leave as fol-

Long Wharf,

CUMBERLAND

Sugar dv>. city. 262ct2.75

Trinidad.41 or 42
Potash. Carb. Magnesia Cuba clayed.66 *36
do. tart
6c. Boracic Acid, Yellow do.
34534)
J'russiate Potash and do. Muscovado 38 (a40
Red do. 10c. Linuorice, New Orleans.
(train- And and Sugar Portland Syrup,hhd*.none
do.
bbls. 33
of Lead 4c. Aspha/tum
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c,
Nails.
Salts,
fWlc,
Epsmn
Ihity:
Wrotight2c,
l|c,
Liquorice Root, Bi-Carb. Assorted 3c p lb
Soda, (ksusttc Soda lc; Cask.*5 00 cash.
('astor (HI 50c p gal..
Nnvsl Stores.
Morphine £2 p oz.. Al- Ihity Turpentine, Rosin,
um 6oc p cwt.. Copperas
Pitch, TarHQ fiend val.,
S. Turiientine \bc Vgal.
fsw p cwt.. Muriatic Acid 10 Pc ad rat.. Spong- r*r(foreign)*> bbl.*13.0,14
Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar). .$4*. 4)
es, Ass<\firtida,
glass. Ftor Sulphur, Sen- Rosin.18*24)
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng rurpentiue pgal 32frft3 40
20 Pc. Bleaching Pow(Inkun.
ders 30c P cwt.. Sago Duty: Free.
60c P cwt., Sal Soda and' American.8>;a 94
Soda Ash 4c p lb, (Yudel Oil.
Brimstone £3 and Boll Ihitu: Sperm, Whale and
do. £6 P ton, Alcohol40c
other Fish (His of forp gat.
eign Jisheries 20 pc ad
Alum 4> lb.4 (® 6c
ral., Linseed, Hvmpseed
37
and Rapeseed23c p yal.,
<g>
Aloes.3j>
Arrow Hoot.17 (g40
(Hire 23c. Salad 60c,
Borax.30 r.o33
Palm, Seal and CocoaBrimstone (roll).. 41(g 6
nut 10c p gal.
Bi-Carb. Soda.6j a7 Cortland Kerosene
Sulphur.6 (a Cj Illuminat’g Oil 60 (6,66c
Sal S«»da. .8J® 4 Machine. .80 5 82
Camphor.13ual 85 Citrine.
Cr»*am Tartar.86 ®60 Sperm Winter.
20S6210
Logwood ex.121 ft 14 whale, ref. Whit 1a6(o 1 08
do.
Crude.1 0Q£
Magnesia.28 (®36
Indigo, M’la. fine Ufa 2 l>rand Rank and

Domingo.2® 2f
Extract Log wood. 13 a 14
Nic
Wood.
(®
**
Teach
3}® 4J

by the

fiiHlwn

Cassia and
Clores 91, Hydriodate
Potash ’bc.Cantharides.
Mastic. Ipecac. Rhubarb.
Cardamon*, (HI I^enum,
Anise and Orange, Iodine hOq, Toluand (Yude
( amphorUnc, Refined do.
4ac. Tartaric Acid 20r,
(Yearn Tartar. Citric
Acid, Shellac. Copal. Damar and t• unis used for
like purposes 10c. Aloe*.
FVrrfiflri*, Chlorate of

Bergamot,

No. 166 Fore St., head of

COLERAINE

Mentoring. Invigorating, Hmatlfylag
nod UreMing the Hair*

SAHBICI WISE.
Nil, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
or Ch oio© Oporto (ii'Hpe,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

I’aris.

l.enthrr.
Jhity: 30 pc ad raf.
New York, light. .80 @32c
do. md. wts.. .32 @33
do. heavy.32 @33
do. slaughter. 34 @38
Anier. Calfskins. 81 @ 91
Sl'ter Wax Leatb.19 @ 20
l*end.
Duty Pig l)c |> tb.
Ain. I*ig p 100 lb.99?@ 10
Foreign Pig.9J@ 10
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 @11 j

SPEER'S

_

Pure nnd Free Burning.

The

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND U.R#

Removal!

1

_MEDICAL._

Coffee.
Pc ad ral.
Rockland, cask.. 76 @®0c
Duty 6c p lb.
Java p lb.86 @36c Lnmber—From yard.
St. Domingo.80 (®81 Clear Pine, No. 1.938 af
do.
No. 2 34 @
Rio .32 ® 33
do.
No. 3 24 @
Mocha.Koue.
do.
No.4 14 @
i'ardafe.
Duty: Tarred 2Jc, Manil- Shipping Lumber.17 @18
la 24. all other 34 P lb. Spruce.11 @12
Amencan p lb.. .16 ®16J Hemlock.8 @10
Ku**ia Hemp.19 <®19J Box Sh’ks.(cash) 45 go8c
Manilla.17i®18j riapb’ds, S ext .914 @16
do.
P
80 @32
Bolt rope, Rumia. 19 ®20
Manilla 2»>a»4 Shingles, Ced. ext 2mb 3
do
do.
No. 1.2 @ 2]
Cement.
do. ext. Pine 3f @ 4
p bbl.91 40® 146
Drag* and Oye«. Laths. Spruce. .12»Val25
Cinna(HI
do.
Pine.1 26@^2 00
lb—
Duty: P
80 @36
mon 92, Oil Almonds and Red Oak Staves
Otto of Pose 91 60, Oil Mol. Hhd. Shooks

St.

■

ro

Franklin. lO®

n

Lime.
Duty 10

Cam|»eachy.24®2l

The Proprietor* of the Portland Dailt Pnxnt
action of this associareepectftilly invite Attention to their fhcUltiee for exetion—which we are very much tempted to call
entinr, in beintifnl etyle, every deecription of
a “combination”—it is probable that most of
the smaller paper mills in the country will
stop work and be crushed. This of course only strengthens the wealthy members of the as- BOO 1 AND JOB
sociation, who will thus be rid not only of foreign but of home competition. And this makes !
It the more necessary that < ongress should at I
duol•>

Lehigh.10®

the

speculative prices.

Anoa

Whitcawh.10®

hopes

a resolution, that all the mills
members be put at once on half
time. We can sec but one object in such a
measure—to create a sudden and artificial
scarcity of paper, which would enable paper
makers to tucrease their prices, while at the
same time rags, being in less demand, would
probably tall in price. Thus a double profit
would be secured to the members of what we
will not call a “combination.” This resolution
was not carried, some members
refusing their
assent because they had contracts to fill which
tired them to work on full lime,
t the October meeting of the association it
was finally deteriniued to raise the price of paper; and we are iulormed that three sauiplea
of printing paper were filed us standards of
quality and price. A resolution was offered
that no priuting paper should be sold at less
than twelve and a half, sixteen and eighteen
cents, for the three qualities. The wording of
this was changed, so that it became a “recommendation.”
The meeting adjourned, and
that same afternoon the price of paper was
raised, so that paper dealers in this city were
unable to get orders filled on that day, except
at the advanced prices.
As the pa|>ei' makers object to the use of,
the word “combination,” we will not apply itto this movement which we have just described. The public may use iu own judgment in the matter.
We recently stated that there was no scarcity or rise in price of rags, either theu or to be
reasonably apprehended, to excuse this general rise in paper. But the news of the action
of the association was disclosed; it was telegraphed over the country the next morning,
and at once the rag-dealers East and West anticipated a rise in the price of their commodity, refused to name the rates at which they
Would sell; and the market thus tampered
with, it is not strange that rags at once rose to

At present, and

From Hr. Provincotherforeign Ritumetwus £1 10, all othkinds
60c P ton.
er
Cumberl'd pton.£10@

now better than ever prepared to wait upon his customers. and
by strict attention to their want*
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
E. G. MAYO.
hitherto received.
dfcwlf
Passadumkeag. June 23,1862.

by

owued

numerous

Cual—(Retail.)

es free,

bia furn shea this well-known house anew, and is

Below we give a short, but we have reason
to believe, correct history of the organization
which calls itself the Paper Makers’ Association of the United States.,’ This society objects to the title combination’' as applied to
Its acts; with what justice, those may say who
read what follows.
About a year ago the manufacturers of fine
writing paper met at Spriugfield, Massachusetts, and formed an association, which determined that the price of writing paper should
be raised, and fixed the rates for the future at
not less than seventeen cents for Hat cap and
tweuty-Uve cents lor letter and note paper. Tlie prices ranged before from thirteen
to fourteen cents for the first and from fifteen
to twenty-five for the last.
This resolution worked so well, and excited
so little comment, or opposition—the interests
involved being comparatively small—that it
seems to have occurred to the manufacturers
of printing paper to follow the example thus
set.
Accordingly, in August last, they called
a convention, which met at the Astor House
In this city, and formed what is known as the
Paper Makers’Associalion of the United States.
At this time there was no scarcity of rags—
the price ot paper stock was moderate, and the
price of paper wasjp proportion. At this first
we are

to his

Spring.12@

Duty

.60

Coke.12@l2j London—00 c
Wood.
Hard, retail.97 @8

RAILROADS.
_

Damar.3}v®

Common.4^

@18
Country.11® 12

p lh.

!

BUSINESSCARDS.

Sail.96o'q.l00

j

...

Cheene.
Duty 4c I*' lb.
Vermont p lb... .12

otton
Klax

.4J@6

...

—

public generally, that during the temporary
[compulsory suspension of nis business he

1|

tion."

February 11.

An additional duty <if IIodm.
1U pc is icciru on uu mer- uuiy
oc p in.
chanuise not imported di- Firs! Sort, 1862... 14 @16
rect from the place qj'proIron.
duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp 90,
1
A when#
liar not exceeding *60 p
Duty 10 pc ad val.
j ton value 917 p ton, exI'earl p lb.84® 8j
coding 960 p ton 918,
Pot.74® 8j less than $ inch thick or
more
than 7 inches wide,
Apple*.
Greeu pbbl
rounds less than 1 inch
or mtire than 4 inches in
Sliced p lb
Cored p lb.
diameter, and squares
less than k inch or more
Uncored p lb.
than 4 inches square 920,
Bread.
Railroad
912 60, Roller
30
pC.
Duty
aud Plate 926 p ton,
£« @ 61
Pilot p 100 tt»*.
Sheet
6
@
6j
2g2£c
p fb and
Ship.
Cracker* per bbl.. 8}@4
93@6 p t<m.
Cracker*, p 100 .85 ®40c
He fined
Butter.
4j T«i»
Swede.7 @ 7J
/Hlty 4c P lb.
Family P lb.22 @24c Norway.7J@ 8
Store.16 i®16 Cast Steel.26 @28
Cerman Steel-17 @18
Bean*.
62 Knglish|Blis.Steel .20 @21
Marrow p bath92
14
l'ea.2 62 a 2 87
Blue Pod.2 37®2 62 Sheet Iron, Engl..6 @ 7
Sheet Iron,Russia.18 @21
Cnndlea.
Duty Sperm and Wax 8c. do Kus im't.. 134@15
Lnrd.
Stearine 6c, Tallow 2|c
Barrel, p lb.llfallj
p lb
Mould p lb.18jc@14 Kegs, p lb
llj@12c

87®2

Trim.
Duty 20c

*■

T_

66
Hyson.76c@$1
Halting.60 a 66
.46 itt 60
Young Hysoii-75 @ 1 I Hemp
Oolong .70 a 80 India. 26tf| 33
Souchong.60 @55
Vnrni«h.
Tobacco*
Furniture.?2 fa. 3
Duty: /.fares unmanu ac- roach.3j 'a* 6
turf d 25, all other kinds
4
35 pc ad rat.
Wool.
6'aftlO's best br’d*.70 @75c Duty: Costing 18c
lb
do.
medium. 66 @68
and under 6 \*c, over 18c
do.
common. 60 @62
to 24c 1* lb 3c, over 24c
bal f lb* best br’d*. 78 @80
9c »> lb.
do. med. good 66 @70 Fleece..46 (3)65c
do. common.. .60 @62 Lambs.46 (a>63
Natural Leaf, Rm £1 @ ij
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.11@ 2 fhify In blocks nr piqs
Tia.
lb.
Ijc, in sheets 2c
Duty Pig 16c, Plata 25 manufactures qf 80 $>c
ad ral.
pc ad val.
Itauca, cash.48c@ 50 I’igs and slabs.6J@ 64
Strait*, cash.47 fa49 Sheet J.osslmann. 11 j a. 12
IMates-Char.I.C *13lnrl31 Sheathing.90 @
do.
I.X. 16 a 164
Eirbaafr.

..

CENTRAL HOVSE,

MISCELLANY._

for the Tkehs to

Sperm.32 (®35

ONE of the following flr*t-cla**, powerfnl Steamer*: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

upon her

__

requested to send their freight to the
early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep

Shippers

[You, dear sir, are quite too fat.
To be tumbling round like that!)
Madam—(there you go! my eyes!)
Let me help you to arise!
Never mind the etiquette—
You are getting dreadful wet!
1 will—don’t he terrified—
Help you to the other side—
Here you are—your course is plain—
[Ready now to fall again!)
Miss, allow

notice,

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage #6.00, including Fare and State

Knees abraded, elbows skinned—
Who can stand before this wind?
Stoop, and twist, and crouch and cling—
Attitude is everything!
How it whips the fluttering wraps—
Flirts the bonnets, whisks the caps!—
Blinds and chokes you with your scarf—
(Bless me, he ir those damsels laugh!)
But, in such slippery a term.
Who can keep his footing firm ?

*

fust Steamships

fcnd

“CHE8Al*f>AKfc,M I'apt. Willktt,
"fLlT^aud ’’PARKERSBURG,” Captain

<.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Expressly corrected

LlNIi.

SEMI-WKKKLY

Soft,

Hough.6

__

Fortliuul wild ttew Voi k NlenmvVs.

Stock 10 pc ad val.
American refined 8|@ 9c!

one

dol-

eodly

Fair Columbia !
attention t>f Mu.lc Dealer. and Rookaeller
FA IK COto calk'd to a new National Son*,
LUMBIA." 1>* Ecoaaa BATraaLDaa. Any udo
•noloain* SO rent. In IWal Cnmey to W Tain, or
II Packard. Portland. Mo., will barn a eopr aont to
Liberal ol.count to tha
link by mail. portage paid
jauST eodeowdlk w38
trade.

THK

Address

WM.C. BRYANT A

CO.,

Office of the Evening Post,
41 Nassau

I

jan30

Stkixt, cor. Liukrty,
New York.

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFIOE OF THE PRESS.

